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Camels end most sUccesslul year ever
Admissions· picking the best. 01 the crop
THE STORY BEHIND THE 'BOWDITCH'
.:~
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I
There exists a gulf
between Conn and the
Academy which
transcends the small
distance across the
street.
Is there a shrink
inthe houseP
By Heidi Ha ..
In our society, it is becoming increasingly acceptable to seek
psychological counseling. Those who see psychiatrists or
counselors are no longer considered to be merely neurotic.
Many people seek professional counseling and greater tolerance
is invarisbly a response to that Iact ,
The college has responded to tills Mitchell College as director of their
trend in stalling the Infirmary with two counseling service.
professional counselors. These are Bert has an MSW In Social Work aDd
Laura Hesaleln and Bert Gunn. Both worked 4 yean at a child c1IDlc In
work out of offices In the infirmary Norwich.
basement. Bert and Laura both enjoy worklna
Both bave previous experience. here. Bert has beeIl at Conn far five
Laura has an MS In counae1llng. Her years simply because he Ukes the
past work Includes 4 yean at Central students, aDd the way they seek him out
Conn. State College wbere she not only on their own initiative. He admlst with
did career counseling but also taught a grin that the vacations are alao at-
counselling courses for. graduate tractive.
students. After lbls she spent a year at CoatlDaed oa pille 7
Cold War with the Guard
For students at Conn and the Coast Guard Academy, "the
outcomes are different but the motives are the same. There is so
much in common between us... and there's a kind of cold war
going on," according to Third Class Cadet Matthew Schroeder.
Academy graduates must serve at
least five years as Coast Guard officers
while Conn students are destined for
anything from graduate school to
unemployment. The "common
motives" of which Cadet Schroeder
speaks are to achieve excellence in
particular fields of study.
Despite the similarities in academic
pressures for each institution, there
exists a gulf between Conn and the
Academy which transcends the small
distance across the street. The Cadets
interviewed hy the Voice feel Conn
students misunderstand them; they
speak of hostility and strange looks
which they receive at all-campus
parties or in donn". Some of the Cadets
believe that the Vietnam war has
turned many people against any kind of
military institution, blinding others to
the services which the Coast Guard
provides.
The July, 1974, issue of National
geographic reported that the Coast
Guard, "established in 1790 to catch
smugglers ...acts as arbiler and con-
stable of maritime law, agent of
oceanographic research, keeper of
lights and other navigating aids, and,
when needed, as a polent military
force." In addition, the Coast Guard
rescues thousands of people at sea
every year.
By Michael Sittenfeld
0'
During times of peace, the Coast
Guard is an arm of the Department of
Transportation; in time of war, ac-
. cording to a promotional pampblet,
"the Coast Guard serves as a highly-
specialized wing of the United Stales
Navy."
Each military branch of the govern-
ment has one service academy. The
Coast Guard Academy, however, Is
thee only service academy whichqaa
competitive admissions; there are no
appointments to the Academy. Last
year about 8600 applicants competed
for approximately 350 acceptances in
much the same way as students who
apply to Conn.
Continued on page 6
•
Larrabee takell th.e
flag football cromn
from Harknellll
By Katherine McNair and Ann Allao
There are those in the outside world
who think of Connecticut College as an
academic haven for the quietiy
studious intellectual. These people
envision a tre-lined campus where
students sip tea and argue of Plato vs.
Aristotle as the sun slowly sinks
behind Knowlton. Bot we who actually
live her know another side of Conn.
We know that Inside of every wimp
who wears horn-rimmed glasses and
trudges meekly to the library six
nights a week lies the soul of a
snarling, beer-chugging rowdy
football player. It was for these that
the Conn. College Flag Football
Mark Fiskio oj the 'Bee
League was created. And
every year there occurs a
ritual that within our small
ivory tower carries as
much significance as say,
the original confrontation
between North and South
in 1861. This is the Super
Bowl.
For two years now those two
legendary powerhouses, Larrabee
(North) and Harkness (South, have
battled it out on Harkness Green. The
Larrabee boys, an awesome
conglomeration of meat, sinew and
muscle, were hungry lbls year as a
result of their defeat at the handa 01.
Deedy, Sanford, Morrin '" Co. in "rt,
And Harkness, left with only Dave
Slewart and Beaver Morrin after
graduation, had managed to turn a
group of unknown and relatively
inexperienced players into the only
undefeated team going into the bowl.
Tension mounted in the days before
the game as both teams combined
booze and bravado to reacb
a peak of psycbological
intensity that could only-be
released in the final con-
teat.
Kicking off in the first
quarter was the Harkness
team. Allbougb the ball
was well-ticked by Hugo
Smith into the end-zone,
Larrabee quarterback
Mark Fiskio completed his
first pass to Jimmy
Geberra and his second to
ContlDaed oa page 14
1
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This Christmas vacation:
DHang around the house.
DFight crowds on ski slopes.
~Goto Europe.. I
$260 roundtrip. Reserved seats. No standing in line.
Take advantage of National Airlines' new "inter-National" fare from New York to Amsterdam this vacation.
This is not a stand-by fare. It's on a regularly scheduled National Airlines nonstop transatlantic flight. It's a
guaranteed reserved roundtrip seat with inflight meal service. It's on a big, beautiful National wide-cabin DC-10 jet.
So why hang around the house when you can hang around the mellow "brown cafes"? Why fight crowds
on the ski slopes when you can fight your way into the Paridiso orVoom, Voom, two of the wildest discos
east of Studio 54? Come with us to Amsterdam. It's one of the most student-oriented cities in Europe; it's where
English is everybody's second language.
National's "inter-National" fare is good on a substantial, but limited, number of seats on every National
New York to Amsterdam flight starting December 13. Just pay for your tickets when you make your reservations.
(There is a $3 federal departure tax, and $50 is non-refundable if you change or cancel reservations.
Fare subject to change without notlce.l See you rTravel Agent now or call us at 1-800-327-2306.
The biqqerwe qet, the bnqhterwe shine;
,_ ..• __ _ .. ~ v··... tt . -,0' 0 "' , . "
TM National Airlines
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Future shock
A recent COIlV ...... tiOllwith a few memben of the CamJIIII Safety slaH bu
brought a few facll to the attention of the CoIIeIe Volee
1. Earlier thls year, a security officer went to Larrabee to Invealilate a DOlle
COmpiaiDt.OUItide the dorm, a ten-gallon bag of water was dropped by a group
of studenll from the roof of Larrabee, miaaintI the officer by a few feet. Ten
gallons of water weigbI about elgbty-tbree pounds.
2. Lut year, a student was call1lht drivinl hla car OIl Hartn_ Green. He told
the security officers that call1lht him that blI father was wealthy and In-
flueDtial, and that if they call1ed any trouble for him, blI father would ''have
their jobs."
3. About a mODthago, a statiOD-wagon parked In South Lot was pIIIbed over an
embanlonent. The car DOW resll at a 45 degree angle. Exten.IIve damage was
done to it.
4. Earlier thls year, a group of studenll were seen runninII around in the power
facility by the poIt office, at nlgbt. A power facility IIllenera1ly conaidered to be
a very hazardous area. One student was caUllbt. A letter was IeDt bome to hla
parenll; thls conalituted blI punilbment.
5. AgaiD,earlier thls year, a studeDt threw a glua beer mUll througb the closed
window of a cnlislng security car. Later that nlgbt, the student drove by the car
a couple of limes, IIboutingsarcaalic inIulll at the officer inalde.
Without being seIf-rigbteoua, it must be DOtedthat th_ lncldenll are only
exaggerated examples of a general pattern. There IIa meaning. beblnd the food
thrown, the windows brokeD, and the furniture sto1en by students at Connecticut .
CoDege. (Is it pertinent that parenll pay the billa for mOlt studeDII to come
here?)
A certain attitude towards the related constralnll of rules and the value of
material goods is developing among us. The attitude IIone of irrespoDliblllty.
It may be inhlbiting to foDow rules when our incllnations urge us to do
otherwise, and to use material goods rather than to play with them. But,
although a measure of flexibility is appropriate, rules Ibould be obeyed. Rules
are made because we are cramped, because we are stuck with Iivinl with one
another. This is a hard fact. Itmust be adjusted to. ItIIDOthtngother than tough
luck. Not to adjust to it IIto be spoiled. .
Similarly, the DODchalancewith whtch we use material goods, like foodor
windows, as toys and playthings, must be called into queStioD.We ~annot affo~
to waste ..htngs. InflatioD, vanlahtng resources, and the dial.lpating econoDllC
base aDwhtch modern life is based are trends whtch portend of a future when
we will DOtbe able to be free with goods because they will be scarce. The age of
abundance seems to be running out. Nightmares like the gas shortage will
probably come bad, to haunt us. .
That such things are unpleasant to face is irrelevant. They should be faced.
To ;,nore them is to jeopardlze tomorrow.
It is especially disheartening for the Votce to make serious allegations
against Physical Plant, only to have Physical Plant apologiall cODvolutedly
point their fingers at student sloppiness and vandalism. Unfortunately, their
charges, though DOtgermane to a defense, are weil-founded. .
So much more is at stake at Connecticut Coilege and elsewhere than lobbIng
food around a dintng hall. Regardless of what CertaiD memben of the Ad-
ministratioD and faculty have aaid, it is the studenll' right to investigate what is
going aDaround them. And if shortcomtngs and abuses are perceived, it is our
right, unquestionably, to make accusations and press for change. In so doing,
we create our own future. But by Iivinl profligately and for today aloDe, we let
the future just happeD, and if we do so it is CertaiD that we will DOtlike what it
brings.
OLUMEll, ISSUE NO. =INSIDE
Swept away
Swept and baltered by a
late season hurricane, the 42-
foot" Bowditch" sunk to the
bottom of the Carribean.
Alumnus Ben Sprague and
the three other crew mem-
bers nearly drowned, and
that was only the beginning of.
their ordeal.
Frasure
p.12.13
Mike takes an in-depth look
at Goverment profe •• or
William Frasure, his ideas
about teaching, and his
concern with the abillty to
think analytically.
bv ~ik ..•
Adamowiez
J.C.P.
A.S.R.
bv :\oah Sorkin•
p. ft-II
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LETTERS
Dear Editon,
We would like to eztend the __
team aDd cr08l-counlry teams
congratulations on their biIbIY lIUC-
ceosfuI ......... TIle __ team
finished with a loW record and an
E.C.A.C. bid, while the crou-ccuntry
team finished at .1. TIle reapec-
tability of the college's athletic
program is cODfirmed by theae
achievements among DivisloD III
schools. In view of the Camel's over-
whelmtng succ_, the CoIIeIe Volee
sparta department bu Deglected and
often been uDprofessloDal iD Its
coverage. Thla is evidenced In the last
soccer article to appear In the Voice, by
Clyde McKee.
McKee's article, berating the team
for ill loss to Aasumptlan CoUege,
reminds one of BOlton Globe colum-
nisls who spend more lime cutting up
alhtetes than reportlng the positive and
imporlaDtaspecll of the _. Surely
14 victories deserve more space then
three defeall. To concentrate one's
time aD such petty crlticiam of a lIUC-
cessful organization II DOt only em-
barrasaIng to the writer, but leaves the
reader of the article in bewilderment as
to the purpose of blI journalistic en-
deavours. A team as good as the
Camels comes along rarely in a school
of thls size. They deserve all the sup-
port they can get. The College Voice, as
a fundamental instrument of student
body communicatioD, it Ibould DOt
recoDcile itaelf to such unconstructive
criticism.
Connecticut College, as a small New
EnglaDd inStitUtiOD lacu distinctioD
from similar private colleges in this
Part of the country. Perbapa we can use
the widentng reputation 01 the soceer
and crOll-country teams UtfJe1p baililtlt--II
distinct and positive reputation.
Bill Malinowsld
and Barry Hyman
/After hla heartng before JB,
foDowing a soclaI infractiOD,
SGA vice-presideDt Vuyo
NlsboDa decided to withdraw
from school. According to the
constitUtiOD, lbe E:.icecutive
Board of SGA is respoDlibie
for choosing a Dew VP.
Coasting
For tho.e who haven't had
the opportunity to see much
of the Academy, but still
would like to know what the
pace of li,fe i. like across the
street. A thorough look at the
US Coast Guard Academy,
and the .tudents who choose
to go there.
by ~ikp
Siupnfpld
I .\
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ON CAMPUS
WeleolDe to the noodle factory
By n.. GoaJd
On !be edce of our campul, between
J.A. and WJllialJll Street, is a sman
white building officially deailnated as
Woodworth Hall. EvOllafter four yean
as a tour guide, I too must plead guilty
to the charge that when a ear slows
down '-ide me and I am asked "can
you tell me where Woodworth Hall is?"
that Imust take a moment to conaid...
before I answer. Woodworth Rall is, of
course, beller known as the Admissiona
Office.
The curious thing about the Ad-
misalons Office is that allhougb it is the
one building in which moot students
enter before beginnlng their career
here, it is then the one place they seem
to avoid for the next four yean.
Perhaps not avoid, but rather most of
the student bndy forgets that the Ad-
missiClls Office exists, and remain
relatively unaware of what goes on
inside it. In search of some answers to
some questiona concerning this elusive
but vital spot, I went to see Mrs.
Jeanette H... sey, Dean of Admisaiona.
The first question which people seem
to ask of Admisalons Officers and tour
guides concerns the kind of student
popuiation which the college is seeking
to attract. Although there seem to be
confiieling views on this subject ollered
by various groups on C8mpw1, Mrs.
Hersey maJntalna that stu<lenta Deed
• oftIy look to 'UieiiiieTveii' aoo- flie-'
students around them to llDd lbe an-
swer. Mrs. Hersey feels lbatlbere is no
profile of the "typical ConD. College
student." A former president of BeD-
nington College, and a friend of Mrs.
Hersey's, once said that he was
"looking f..- a well-rounded studenl
bndy, nol just well-rounded students."
Mrs. Hersey concurs wilb this
philosophy. What !be college looks f..-
in forming the student bndy is studoDts
of high academic poleDtial (aD
evaluation based upon a studoDt's hIib
school record and lest ..... esl, in-
dividuals who are enlbualastlc and
involved in a wide variety of interests.
These candidates can be expected to
contribute to the coDege community by
Woodworth Hall: Admissions Headquarters
virtue of participation and !be shariD&
of !beir personal experiences.
One importsnl job of the admisalons
office, whiell is perlIaps lbe least ap-
parent, is to travel aroUDd the country
Student guide points OIlt Cummings
and spread the "good word" about
Cann. College. Some of !be cities visited
by our admissloDS stall includes
Denver, SI. Louis, Los Angeles,
Cleveland, Grand Rapids, and Chicago.
Mrs. Hersey beBeves that attracliDl
students from a broad geoirapbieal
area is a responae to the wiahes of the
college community.
Oncampus !be Admissions Office Is a
busy place, especially durinl the fall
semesier. During an average year, the
office will give int..-views to ov... 2,800
prospective student and will process
more than 2,700 applleationa for ad-
misalon. Atlbis point studoDt input is
crucial. The tour guide program
becomes the link between the Ad-
misaloos procedure and !be reallty of
student life for lbe prospective ap-
plicant. Mrs. Hersey believes that more
prospective students today are openly
cou:erned about the quality of life al
any particular college than before.
Tours are given every hour on the hour
from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday and on Saturday
mornings. Tour guides are volunteers
from the student body and organized by
Pam Crawford and Scott WUllamson.
The process of admlaslons plays an
important role in delermiDing the
future of the col1elle. The people who
work lbere lIDl!.... tand their role and
try to reOee! !be best interests of !be
college community and to represent the
college accurately to prospeeltve
studeuts.
NEWS SHORTS
The anthropology department
is olf ... ing a new professor. Dr.
Adam Kendon will join the
faculty next semester. Professor
Kendon, supported by a grant
from the Henry R. Luee Foun-
dation, holds degrees from the
universities of Cambridge and
Oxford and Is presently a senior
research fellow in the an-
throplogy department of the
Aus!ralian National Univ.... lty in
Canberra. Kendon's second
semester courses are listed under
the heading of' Human
Movement.
The group of Vietnamese
refugees stranded off the coast of
Malaysia on lbe freighter Hal
Hong was thinned out last Sun-
day. The first of 604 arrived in
Montreal yesterday and the
remaining 1900 passengers will
be shipped later on lbis week to
home in the West. Other coun-
tries that want the refugees are
France, Belgium, Switzerland,
Britain, and West Germany.
West Germany went on to say
that it would admit 1,000 Viet-
na~ _r§ll!ll~,_ al!h'!~_.!!1 .
might not be from the lia. Hoog.
Malaysia wanted no part of the
refugees and alter refusing to
take lbe Hal Hong pasaengers,
even threatened to force the
freighter out to sea if no other
country would accept them.
The refugees paid $5 million for
the 30-year-old freighter and alan
paid Vietnamese officials to
allow them to leave lbe country.
In 1945, lightning struck lbe
foot of Roy C. Sullivan of Grot-
toes, Virginia, and clippedolf one
of his toenaU•. In 1969, a shalt of
lightning knocked Sullivan kn-
conscious and singed his
eyebrows. In 1970, Sullivan was
hit by lightning a third time,
burning both his shoulders. In
1972, lightning burned Sullivan's
hair olf. In 1m, a bolt struck
Suilivan and burned oil some of
his hair. In 1976, lightning again
struck Sullivan on lbe shoulder.
In 1977, lightning hit Sullivan for
lbe sevenlb time, setting his hair
on fire once more and singeing
his clolbiDg. "Some people are
allergic to Dowers; I'm allergic
to lighbJing," says Sullivan.
d
A spokesperson for the
Energy Policy Information
Center has declsred that
design naws in three New
England nuclear reactors
present a Hserious and im-
mediate" hazard to members
of the region. The three
reactors suffering from design
defects that cause a breakage.
of cooling pipes are the
Millstone I near New London,
Comecticut, Vermont Yankee
outside Brattleboro Vermont,
and Pilgrim I in Plymouth,
Massachusetts.
ITthe .cechng pipes were to
burst, a stoppage of water to
the reactor core would OCCW',
and the result would be a
"meltdown" accident.
Estimates by Brookhaven
National !;aboratory say that
a meltdown would kill 45,000
people, injure 100,000, con-
taminate an area the size of
Pennsylvania with radioae-
tivity and do $17 billion in
damage.
The defect was first
discovered at the Duane
Arnold reactor in Cedar
Spring, iowa, when water
started to spray out of. the
main cooling pipe during an
unscheduled shutdown. Later,
four other cracks in other
cooling pipes were discovered
in the same plant. For-
tunately, officials ....t the plant
were able to correct the
problem J and saved the
surrounding area from a
meltdown disaster.
The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has revealed that
24 reactors, including the
three stated above, suffer
from the same generic design
that can cause pipe cracking.
Compounding the problem
is the fact that the cracks
develop from the inside of the
pipes and are impossible to
detect by either x-ray or
ultrasonic sound techniques.
Steve Hildegard, of the
Energy Policy Information
Center, said of the three New
England reactors, "pipes vital
to safety systems at these may
be silently corroding. Unless
these reactors are shut down
and thoroughly inspected,
cracks which can cause a
devastating accident may be
going undetected. Hildegard
went on to say that the pipe
cracking problem is the type
of unanticipated problem that
the recently discredited
"Reactor Safety Study" or the
Rasmussen report, failed to
consider.
The Rasmussen report,
which said the odda of being
killed by a nuclear reactor jre
equal to those of being killed
by a meteor, was, after its
release in 1975,backed by the
nuclear industrY. Recently,
the Rasmussen report has
been contested by an in-
dependent report, in view of
the pipe crackings. This in-
dependent report stated that
the testing method was
defective and the Rasmussen
report "should not be used
uncritically either in the
regulatory process or for
public policy purposes."
A new review is now being
THE COLLEGE VOICE, DECEMBER 5, 1.918
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conducted by scientists at the
University of California, the
Brookhaven National
Laboratory, the Electric
Power Research Institute, the
Invironmental Protection
Agency, California Institute of
Technology, and Princeton
University.
Bollar
blues
Prices have doubled since 1967,which
means a dollar will buy only half as
much as it did eleven years ago, the
government declared as it released
figures showing a new surge in food·
prices occuring last month.
In its montbly report on inflation, the
Labor Department said if the rise In
prices of pork, beef and poultrY con-
tinue to push consumer prices up (the
rise in prices during October was 0.8
percent) the net rise in the rate of in-
nation for the year will be 8.6 percent.
"God awful" was the only comment
President Carter's chief inflation ad-
visor, Alfred E. Kahn would make after
seeing the new figures. Unfortunately
for him the new inflation figures are the
highest yet 10.be recorded in the ltiJItory
ttf the Unlted SUites.
The Consumer Price Index passed
the 200 mark in October for the firat
time ever, meaning that a $200 pur-
chase in 1978would cost $100if bought
in 1961. Adren Cooper, Commerce
Deparlment analyst of the price report,
went on to say that the price report
"shows we still have a high rate of
inflation and it's persistent."
George Meany, the president of the
AFL-ClO, feels that "the average
worker's wages ...just camot keep up
with the price tag. of the essentials. It is
obvious that speeches and threats that
are not based on legislative authority
will not cure inflation, The need for a
statutory, across-the-board controls
program becomes daily more ap-
parent. "
Because of the new inflation, Carter's
voluntary anti-inflation program has
been attacked with eries for mandatory
wage and price cmtrols for an im-
mediate halt of the inflation. Barry
Bosworth, director of the Council on
Wage and Price Stability, indicated
Tuesday I in response to the complaints
the carter administration is con-
sidering some changes in its anti·
inflation standards.
Two new freshmen
representatives were selected
by the freshmen student body
to Com. College's judicial
board. Guy Donatelli and Nat
Turner, of Blackstone and
Park dormitories respec-
tively, were the victorious
candidates. The position
requires them to judge the
disciplinary cases occurring
on the campus, along with
other members of the judicial
board.
Deadly nuclear threat
.PillA BARN
GRINDERS SPAGHETTI
PIZZA AND IUR ON TAP
Buy" Pizza., get one Iree or one lar,e aoda.
Beer in frosfed mugs
0,.: TIIIn. • 'TH z:.
~ Fri. 'TI I:.
,. on 1:.
Phone' 441__"'.,
206 Montauk Aft.
~ New Lonclon. Ct. 0632
III Purchl" cln H delivered!
~~I:.T"JJ~. ~. ~
~~
BON"RESTAURANT
Season'. poeetlnp, and cood luck
on ~our Iinal. fro. ~our friends
at tbe botto. 01 tbe bDl.
327 Huntinlton St, •• t, Naw London_ GO"",
Down wm'aml St.. Tab'.', crt TrrtH'cUght alterH~e. Sq.
~1I;"~IDClfIII
106 BOSTON POST RD••WATERFORD
_We're"5St~.ln~"
Wallpaper & Paint • Custom framing
• Arts • Crafts• Graphics.
442-0626
We give 10% student discounts
with $5.00 minimum purchase.
~-::::::::::::,,~ -:" - - - • N L shop 0nIy . -
~~ BUYpNREEEONE
\\ Coupon VGlid Dec.
L:. ~
~
:"\ Buy e mouth watenng ABIGAIL, gel I\the second one free'
I
5-12·1
~ ABIGAIL· I
IN·A·BASKET
5
The ~Gtiard~
The dropout rat. at lb. Academy dlring the lint
tbree mon!ba of !be freahman year is hi3b, accordin&
to Lieutenant Georg. Jooepb Whilin&,public affain
officer. "When w. bring in 3OOpeopl.,w.don't expect
to graduate 300," '''Plained Whilin&."A good nwnber
of peopl. com. into Ibis kind of life and can't baneS.
it."
'lb. firat tbree montbs-<lften refered to u "Swab
mon!ba" -coastitute !be transition from civilian life
to military lif•. Several cadets 1001< bacIt upon lb.ir
swab monlb8 u a difficult trial. "You're all equal.
and you're all on lb. bottom." said Firat Cl... Cadet
J .E. Frost. "'lb. academy baa .ubtl. ways of ap·
plying preaaur e."
Cad.ts who persevere after lb. f1nt summer
gradually gain more responaibility. Freabman are
fourth claaam .... sophomores are !bird claaa. cad.ts,
juniors are second clUBmen, and seniors are fint
class cadets, "'lb. amount o( authority which a cadet
hu increases u the y.ars go on," said Lt. Whilin&.
"You work your way up,"
First Classman J.M. Avallon. comm.nted !bat
'1h. transition (rom lower class 00 upper CIaaa is
significant..th. challeng. is th. fun."
"You can make (our $50 million ships do whatev.r
you want," added Firat cwsman T.rry Walsh.
"During th. acad.mic year, th•• mphuis is on
education," r.marked Firat Classman N.E. Van·
d.voord •. Cad.ts can major in nine diff.rent areas:
marin. 'DglJleering, ocean .ngineering, .lectrical
engineering, mathematical sciences, physical
sciences, management, and government. t'ThiB is
primarily an .ngineering school," said Lt. Whilin&.
For cad.ts, technical majors do notleav. much tim.
(or electives.
Aft.r completing th. freahman y.ar, ''military
In 1976 the first women were admitted into the
Academy. "Wom.n merged right into the cadet
corps," said Lt. Whiting. "'lb. Acad.my has don.
rather well with women.It is now f.1l that women can
do what men can do... they've proven that th.y can.
Assignm.nts in the Coast Guard are no longer based
on sex."
For the cadets interviewed by the Coll.g. Vole.th.
transition to a co-educational cadet community baa
not heen compl.t.ly smooth. "For tw.nty year.
you're .xpected to learn how to treat wom.n on. way,
and then sudd.nly you're .xpected to treat lb.m
anoth.r way," said Cad.t Frost in comm.nting about
th. difficulti.s 'of giving ord.rs to wom.n cad.ts.
"Ther.'s no tradition.to (all back on with dealing
with wom.n," said First Classman Walsh.
"Problems come up which never came up before."
First Class Cad.t J.D. Wolch r.mark.d that, '1h.r.
are a lot o( problems, but 1 think th.y can be worked
out. "
training is not a significant part" of a cadet'. time,
according to Cadet Avallon e. Fourlb claaam.n do a
lot of military training and studying, while upper
c1assmen concentrate mostly on studying.
Many cadets spend a good part of their second,
third, and fourth summers on the Coast Guard Cutter.
Eagl., a 29S-foot ship which was obtained from
Germany after World War II. Th. EagI. provides
cadets with experience in communications,
navigation, and the bandling of a ship which is
essential (or th.ir careers u officers.
U a cad.t does·not train on th. Eagl., h. can go on a
cruise to Europe during th. swnm.r. On these
cruis.s cad.ts will g.nerally spend (our days at sea
for .ach day on land. Sev.ral cad.ts (ee! that th.ir
summer experiences more than compensate for the
acad.mic and physical rigors of lb. rest of th. y.ar:
'lb. gov.rnment pays cad.ts about $4000 a y.ar,
according to a Coast Guard brochure, Ollar uniforms,
equipm.nt, t.xtbooks, and other incidental .x-
penses..it's not unusual for many cadets to have a
consid.rabl. swn of mon.y saved up upon
graduation." Aft.r four years, cad.ts become en·
signs with a salary of about $600-700per month, in
addition to m.dical and health car' benefits and
commissary privileges.
- Is God Calling YOU? -
"Thl'rc art.' movement" or the \oul, tkcpcr than words can dC!'tt:ribc
ilnd yel mon .. powerful than any rca ..on, \\hil..'hcan give a man 10 know
ocyol1u quc\lion or arguing or UOUbl. (hill the finger of God i..here.
(inti doc .. in"pirc men. Faith i~required to <.Il."ccpthaI rcalilY. Only in
the dL'l:I"ioll 10 go .. did I lind the joy and illlcrior pcai..'Cthai arc mark ..
of God's true intervention in the 50ul.·' He Leadeth Me W. Ciszek 5J.
Have you thoughl of working for others in Africa. Asia, So. America?
A Catholic has such opportunities as a priesl, brother or layperson
with 51. Joseph's Missionary Society, the Mill Hill Fathers. Risk your
la1ent, your life, and win hardship, no regrets. and a chance to do really
great things with your life.
Maybe God is calling you.
"rilt': Mil Hill.·.It!m;
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Make an offer
Th. r.asons which cad.ts have (or attending th.
Acad.my includ. !be facts that lbey get paid while
th.y g.t an .ducation and that, upon graduation, th.y
have a guaranteed job. "I wouldn't have com. her. if
my par.nts could afford any institution in th.
country. This is the best institution I got in," said
First Classman Vandevoorde. For some cadets,
howe~ere are deeper -consideratiene.- ....-1; -~ "'M'>1
"I cam. h.r. because 1 wanted to h.lp other
peopl.," said First Class Cad.t Avallon•.
"Some of us came here to serve our country,"
r.mark.d Cad.t Frost.
As a m.mber of the Coast Guard before going to lb.
Acad.my, Third Classman Schroeder rescu.d a child
after a huge stann in Hawaii. Schroeder's com·
manding offiCer suggest.d lbat h. apply to lb.
Acad.my to pursue a career in th. Coast Guard. H.
came to the Academy for, among-other reasons, more
opport'JDities to rescue pople at sea.
"
Whil. IT.anyConn. stud.nts dn not understand ·th.
Acad.my, it is imporiantto realiz. that cad.ts do not
compl.t.ly compreh.nd Conn. Th. cad.ts in·
t.rvi.wed by the Colleg. Voic. spok. of th. small
nwnber of times lb.y have visited lb. Conn. campus.
Som•• xplaIned that th.y do not know what Conn.
stud.nts study.
Filling in lb. gap which .xists between lb. two
institutions d.pends on th. .nlightenm.nt of both
stud.nt populationa. It is difficult for Conn. stud.nts
to acc.pt lb. fact that cad.ts can be seen walking
around th. Acad.my campus carrying rifles. In th.
sam. way it is hard for cad.ts to understand th.
relaxed atmosph.r. of Conn.
A widespread tendency among Conn. students is to
s.neer at cadets because of th.ir rigid, structur.d
lifestyl •. Only aft.r Ibis phenomenon is eliminat.d
can Conn begin to realize lb. dedication and spirit
which characterize many Coast Guard cad.ts.
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Bert Gunn
Counselors
CoQlIDued from page 1
Both counselors have maintained
private practices.
One otten imagines that Conn. is free
of severe or even mild problems.
According to the counselors, there are
students facing personal difficulty.
Bert Gunn has dealt with problems
ranging from neurosis and sexual
handicaps to test anxiety and lack of
personal direction. Many students who
flock to the coanselOrlf'are sllYlfl!Y-sall-
or lonely. _
Laura feels that problems tend to be
personal. Although one might assume
freshmen have the hardes! lime since
they are in the midst of transition,
mostly upperclassmen seek them.
When asked if they felt the school
aggravates problems, both replied that
the academic environment doesn't
create problems but rather bring. them
to the surface. Laura emphasized that
school can be a "stress-producing
activity."
Some studenis are referred to the
counselors by housefellows, deans,
faculty advisors, or doctors, but most
come on their own accord. Two hundred
students, or a bout one out of every eight
enrolled here, sought professional
counselllng atthe1nfirmary last year.
The counselors do not have dogmatic
approaches to counseling. In her work,
Laura responds "individually to the
individual." When a student comes to
see her, Laura engages in exploring,
along with the student, feelings,
thoughts, and' behavior. Working
together, they advise one another.
Laura offers personal opinions and
advice, but only 8S one suggestion out of
a possible many.
Like Laura, Bert responds differenUy
to each student, taking into account
diversity of temperament and per-
sonality. His orieatation is eclectic - a
bit of everything. Bert; for example,
might advise the lonely to '1001< around
and see who sparks your curiosity.
Then find some way to speak to him or
her."
Some stodents uhimately decide to
take a year off or transfer. Bert
recognizes a certain flexibility in the
administration's response to students
who pursue a transfer or the like to
meet personal needs.
There is diversity in the students that
Bert and Laura see. Students may just
visit once: cenversely, they may get
counseling every day, or be sent home ..
The student's family is only informed at
the student's request, or in the event of
an emergency, which is quite rare.
If medication is called for, students
are referred to a psychiatrist. And, in
fact, 20 pereeet of c.. msel1ed students
have had previous psychiatric help or
counseling service.
Significantly, 90 percent of tbe
stodents who visil the counselors return
after their first visit. ThIs seems to
confirm a basic sense of trust in the
counselors and tbe conviction that they
calJ_indeed lend help.
Laura Hesslein
Instead of offering prepackaged
solutions, Bert and Laura both stress
the importance of taking time to seek
the answers to one's peoblems in-
trospectively. Students confused about
their own identity and who find no
solution in depending on the opinions of
others should establish their own frame
of reference. "The students should not
be afraid to find out," suggested Laura.
Although Bert is in his office three
days a week, and Laura five, and both
are always on call when at home, the
counselors recognize that hidden in the
infmnary, they have little access to
direct, spontaneous contact with the
students. It is true that discussions
have been held in dorms on such sub-
jects 8S academic pressure and
cohabitatiun. yet, as Bert says, the
campus is growing moee stresIful,
although it isnotclearwhy. A student is
free to analyze the own causes of his or
her stress by seeing the counselors. The
problematic question of why the
campus is becoming more of a place of
stress, and why counseling is becoming
a more widespread phenomenon
characteristic of contemporary society
remains ...
Pbolo by Wendy Weeks
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Now that the New York TIm ..
has resumed publication, the
College Voice is cOll8ldering
beginning Its own newspaper
strike. With the times back on
the newsstands, Voice editor-
in-ehief James C. Polan fee!ll
that his paper can re1ax L..eir
''vIgilant aasumption of the
journalistic vacuum pursuing
therefrom" and plans to call a
general strike. E'xperts
specu1ate that Polan wtIl use
his resulting leisure hours to
clean up his room and act.
Faced with the proopect of a
strike, senior writer Mike
SlUen'eld has sent out feelera
to Reader's Digest and
Famtly Circ~ wJab/Jl&.Jll.Joln ,
either magazine staff, whUe
People page editor B. Robert
Norma. would be happy just
to get his last job back, as
produce clerk at a local Food
Fair supermarket.
On their way home after a 3-1
win over central Conn the CC
Hockey team saved the town
of South Windsor Ct. from
destruction. They noticed a
rapidly spreading brushfire
off the side of the road and
they jumpedoot of the van and
attacked the fire with their
slicks. By the lime the
fieetrucks and the police
arrived the team had the
situs tion under control.
Commendations are on the
way but John England, Team
Captain, would much rather
have the town pay for the
melted fiberglaas sticka.
Ah! At last some semblance of
sanity has been restored to
Conn. For the past few years
people have been crowding
into the gym to see men play
intramural basketban.
Women duUfu1ly crept up the
balcony -staira to cheer their
jocks on lest they be accused
of lacking dorm spirit, or
worse, hormones. Have we
forgotten that men are ac-
tually the coeds here? Well.
last year the women instituted
their own intramural league
and it has really blOl8Omed.
Lambdin's Julie Davl.
(braided) said it best, "I like
the team spirit among dorm
members. Ialso like to lear up
opponents." And one look at
the "Bee's" Marilyn sternUeb
shows the intensity at which
the -game is played. Now it is
the men's turn to play
cheerleader.
No, this isn't the latest winter
fashions just in from Paris. It
is Glany Clareo.. wearing
her 500 foot fiip-top chain. The
chain is made up of 15,000-
20,000 soft drink pull-topll, and
whOlllaid down straight It wtIl
hopefully stretch Ginny into
the GuID.... Book 01 World
R..,onts. And what yoo see
an't all she got, with 300 feet
more hiding in St. LouIs.
Ginny's collection began four
years ago, but serious
collecting only started this
past summer. Ginny rum-
maged parking lots, waste
bins, and had a littie help from
her friends. So why not give
her a hand? Ginny wID be
settlng up a bo" in Cro labled
for Flip-to".. only. So lnatead
of tossing it to the ground you
can help to establish a world's
record!
Christmas came early this
year for campus security.
Many security persona
mentioned their em-
barrassment of riding In the
dented, beat-up old Nova. So
Sonia Am.. consulted his
elves and came up with a
beauty that rivall the Bat-
mobile. (For you non-
bellevera, just consider the
car as a Icbannukab
presenU The car has kept
students happy as Security
has no time to dilpen.e
parking tickets since they
spend all their time cruising
the campus soliciting dates
and thumbing their noees at
unfortunates who only drive
BMW' s,
Three Connecticut College
crimebusters, Wild Joe
Malming1on, Sweet Lou Coola
and Fungus Mann. were in-
strumental In the arrest of
several roughian townies who
were in the process of ab-
ducting a high-power moped.
The three heroes are seen here
practicing criminology
techniques on Pork dormmate
Bobo. Costa, an off-duty
student patroller, attributes
the trio's success to
Warehouse Liquors in
Dedham. These three are
aJlldously awaiting their next
assignment: a stlnt on the
Florida beaches in Statutory
.....Rape~.Prevention.
•
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'Ther.e is an unwritten
tradition prevalent on almost
every college campus. The
tradition is that when the firot
real soowatorm hits every nut
and his brother goes out and
frolics in the snow,
desparately trying to get his
or her picture taken (nobody
really has fun In the junk).
This leada to another
tradition; every simpering
idiot with a camera ventures
forth and snaps all those cute
people playing in the snow.
And hoy do they have fun. The
s.tuff drips down their backs
and underwear and freezes on
embarrasing places. Then
there are the people who
throw snowballs with eggs or
ball bearing. cleverly hid
inside. Other fun activities
includes sliding down a hill
that empties out onto a major
freeway. But the most Db-
n1xioua tradition of all is that
every college publication
(barring U.Miami, Hawaii,
etc), prints a bundle of these
insipid plcturea.so here is my
rendition of "Snow at Conn
College."
y
,On October 25,
Conn alumnus Ben Sprague
and three comrades left Bermuda
for the Bahamas. Three days later, a Cuban'
tanker found the "Bowditch" sunk and her four- crew
members living with no provisions on a raft built for two.
October 13, 1978,was a beautiful fall day in Man-
chester, Mass. As he arrived at the harbor, Ben was
genuinely looking forward to the job which he had
gotten through a close friend. Along with three other
men, (ages ranging from 40to 57) Ben had been hired
to sail the 42 foot sloop Bowditch from Manchester
south to an island named Abaco in the Bahamas. Ben
had been to sea before on ships of all sizes, and the
impending 1500mile trip across the South Atlantic
- • -~ repl'esented nothing out of the ordinary. Each of the
four crew members were experienced sailors and
navigators (one of the crew members, the captain,
even held an airplane pilot's license).
The four men sailed as far south as Bermuda with
no problems. The weather had been fair (the
hurricane season is usually over this late in the fall)
and the ship was able to make reasonably good time,
reaching Bermuda on the 20th of October. Once
docked, the crew took on fre.sh provisions and made
minor repairs aboard their boat. Relaxing in Ber-
muda f"r five days, the men were ready to start the
second half of their voyage on the 25th of October.
For two days the Bowditch sailed south by
southeast, the nearest land some one hundred and
eighty miles to the west. For two days the men tended
to those chores required of any crew at sea: securing
lines, checking navigational· equipment, washing
decks. For two days the Bowditch sailed undisturbed
through the deep waters of a calm blue ocean. Then
the Atlantic turned mean.
In the mid-afternoon of Saturday, October 28, the
ship's barometer started to drop as the winds around
the Bowditch began to beat at the rigging. The sea
began to flex its muscles, hurling waves of ten and
by Noah Sorkin Continued on following page
IDaall'aUoa by Mas M~
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SUnday arrived. and with it the skies revealed an
ominoll8 picture: cumulll8 clouds now dominated the
horizon. and a heavy rain poured down aa the crew
strove to tipton hatches and secure Unes. In an at-
temptto keep the ship's stern into the wind, Ben and
another sailor let out a set of sea-anchors. small
weights meant to drag along the water's surface.
On Sunday, at about eight o'clock in the evenJna,
the crew waa forced to ta1le down all the sails.
Thrown off course hy the powerful storm the
Bowdllcb feUprey to the gigantic swells wbIch toued
the vessel about like driftwood. A1thougb the men
were quite 80880ned to such weather, the crew grew
anxioll8 aa the burricane's strength increased. In the
wheelhouse the captain struggled to keep bia ship
headed south towards the Bahamaa. Ben manned the
ship's pumps in a frustrating effort to empty the
water which waa flooding into the quarters below.
At 9:00 p.m. the capl8In i.. ued new watch orden.
Rather than one man. two men would now bold the
watch on thetop-deck, while the other two would tend
to the pumps. or try to protect the ship's equipment
from the storm. At about midnight Ben had gone
below to catch a few bours of sleep, much needed
after such a trying day. But then the AUantic turned
deadly. __
The huge wave caught the Bowdllcb broadside; a twent foot wall of ocean which
capsized the ship in a matter of seconds. Both the rudder and the 5000 lbs. keel
lifted out of the water aa the boat lay completely on its side. Ben waa thrown
violently from his bunk, craabing against the bulkhead. Grappling his way on deck
he saw that the cockpit waa flooded, the men who had been at the wheel now
slullll1ing against the ODrll8hing water. Waves waahed over the ship, quicllly filling
the lower compartments aa they surged throullb venll1atlon ducIBand open engine
ha~IY the BowdJlcb began to riIlbt itself, the weight of the keel pulling the
off its side. Ben worked furiously to pump water out of the boat. In the wheelholl8e
the compass spun around crazily aa the BowdJlcb waa put into a quick 360degree
spin by the enormous winds. The burricane waa at its peak. punishing the craft
with rain and waves. and sJaahing at the faces of the crew aa they tried to work.
Atl: 00 a.m. the boat fell victim to another wave, and once again the Bowdllcb
waa slapped sideways onto the surface of the sea. Becoming more and more
concerned, yet sliJJ acting caJmly and swiftly. Ben tied a Uno between hJmaeIl and
the maat 80 aa not to be swept away by the raging waves. He heard the cries of
fifteen feet at the smaJJ craft. On deck. one of the
crew members pointed out a dark cumullll atrata
cloud formation forming to the south, a definite In·
dicator that the weather waa turning bad. Saturday
night waa virtually sleepI.... aa the crew battled the
winds and rain In an effort to keep the BowdJlcb on
course.
10
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'From deep within him
he experienced that cliche
of terror; he was too young
to die, too you ng to drown in
the 2600 feet of water which were
quickly claiming the 'Bowditch'.
Ben let go of the mast and slowly
swam up to the turbulent aurfaoa, Below
him the ship continued its descent, down to
its final resting place on the muddy ocean floor.'
another crew member, Malcolm Kadera. Down In the flooded quarters Kadera
was fighting to escape throullb an access hatch. Yey Ben saw that the hatch was
blocked by a life-hoat which had become jammed acrosa the deck. Kadera's
screams filled the sir aa the water rose above bia neck. A1lhough Ben shortly saw
Kadera escape throullb a different outlet, he had little time for relief for now the
Atlantic turned hateful, and the Bowdllcb began 10sink. •
As if unwilling to surrender what had been his home. devotion and pride for the
put two weeks, Ben held on to the maat aa the ship quicllly slid into the sea.
Although he had cut the Unelying him to the maat Ben grasped the pole firmly as
the ocean began to swallow him up, Within a few seconds he was completely sub.
merged. He felt the agony of badly needed oxygen the horror of being in a
medium so slien to his senses. •
From deep within him he_experienced that cliche of terrors; he waa too young to
die, too young to drown in the 2800 feet of water which were quickly
claiming the Bowditch. Ben let go of the maat and slowly swam up to the t bulent
surface. Below him the ship continued its descent, down to iIBfinal resting ';:'18ceon
the muddy ocean floor. .
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Floating on the sea, Ben was heaved about violently by tremendous waves. The
salt in his throat stung piercingly from within, while his eyes burned from the
constant splashes of water which swept over him. At flI'Stthere was no sign or the
other crew members. Then, slowing regrooping his thoughts, Ben beard the sbouts
of his companions. Two or them were clinging to a dinghy which had come loose
from the ship. Although afloat, the small raft lay upside down in the thrashing
water, the men unable to ri8ht it because of the rough seas. A few yards away from
him the third crew member yelled out for Ben to swim towards the dilUlhy. With
great effort Ben managed to fight his way over to the tiny raft, grabbing on
wearily as the four men struggled to stay together, to keep their tired, water-
logged bodies from slipping beneath the surface.
The sea proved too rough to right the dinghy. For seven long hours the men could
do nothing but hang on to the sides of the raft. Although the tropical waters were
not particularly cold, the sheer violence of the ocean pounded against the men,
making these hours seem like an eternity. Nowhere on earth could there be a more
desolate spot, no where could there be a place where Ben could feel more lonely,
more afraid, more convinced that the irrationality of fate had somehow trapped
him. Seven long hours of swallowing sea water, of cursing the weather, of trYing to
encourage each other, and of wandering in amazement how thier beloved ship had
disappeared, leaving them stranded and helpless.
The sun rose brightly on Mondsy morning. By 8:00 a.m. the wind and rain had
died down considerably, and as if in a gesture of reconciliation, what what had
once been tremendous swells turned to small choppy wavea. Only after seversl
clumsy attempts was the crew able to turn the dinghy right side up. Climbing over
the side Ben scooped water out of the raft, wondering how a dinghy meant to hold
twomen could possibly accomadate the four of them. Yet it was vital that they got
out of the water; their eyea were terribly swollen from the seas salt, and their fear
of sharks made staying in the water too great a risk. In addition, one of the crew
members had badly cut his hand during the night. The 1088 of blood had weakened
him, making it all the harder to keep a firm hold on the raft.
Slowly the men crowded into the small dinghy. As good as it was to be out of the
water the crew could sUll not feel relieved, for an assessment of their situation
proved gloomy. They bad no food, no fresh water, no medical supplies, no flares,
compasses or cbarts. They were simply adrift in an expanse or ocean nowhere
near the shipping lanes. Their enllre stock of provisions consisted of two oars, a
pair of oarlocks, seven pieces of chewing gum and a flashlight. Then the Atlantic
.began to tease them.
Making calculations from the sun the captain realized that they were drifting
east. The ocean was carrying them further out, in the direction of Europe, over two
thousand miles away. Grabhing the oars, Ben tiredly rowed in a westerly direc-
tion, hoping to counteract the ocean currents and perbapa move them closer to the
shipping lanes, some ninety miles orf.
All day they rowed, their terror and anxiety reflected in haggard faces. Their
voices grew rough as their throats felt the dry burning of hours without water.
They took off their shirts and draped them over their heads in a desperate effort to
protect themselves from the sun. The only relief they could find was a pertodlc
nap; ten minutes of sleep now, five minutes a little later. And always that e:lp8ll8e
or water all around them, always that great blue nothingness which was the
Atlantic. Sometimes they would look out and think that they bad spotted a ship, but
it would soon prove to be nothing more than a large swell, tens of miles away from
them.
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Monday night came and their thirst grew worse. The fluids within them were
quickly evaporating through salty spit and perspiration. They could no longer sit
up straight but rather slumped wearily, letting the oars drop into the boat wbIIe
each man tried to catch some sleep.
At ahout 9:00 p.m. theyaaw a light on the borIzon. The running lights of what
must have been a tanker were bobbing up and down way orr in the distance. Ben
sat up, notifying the others that a shipwaa insight. He tried to shine their fiashllgbt
in the ship's direction, carefully manipulating the small beam in an attempt to
send out a distress call. For a few moments the men stared at the horizon, biting
their lipa in the anticlpation that maybe, just maybe, whatever was out there
would spot their signal.
But the light did not grow any cloaer. The crew realized that they were not going
to find salvation in the distant ship. Perhapa they bad not been seen, or perbaps the
boat had purposely steamed away from their light, believing them to be another
ship. The crew slumped back into the dinghy, too drained of energy to feel any
diaappointment.
As the night passed the men were silent. Sometimes they slept, sometimes they
merely let their thoughts roll about in their minds aa if in an attempt to match the
rocking of the dinghy. They dreamt of home, and friends, yet their thoughts were
constantly interrupted by the sharp bite of thirst, and the empty, slcJrening feeling
of hunger. They prayed, too. Each in his own way and to his own god. Ben wrestled
with notions of death, wondering whether there really were any ships which might
find them.
They soon realized that the sun wu rising, but Tuesday morning brought them
no relief. Still the horizon waa empty, nothing more than the blurry meeling of sky
and sea. They tried to make a flab-book out or a fiashllgbt spring, but the brittle
piece of mettle proved useleaa. They tried rigging a sail from their shirts, but the
wind waa too weak to move them against the strong ocean currents. Thlrat,
hunger, fear, desperation and the spector of desth brought them into Tuesday
afternoon.
Ben was the fll'St to spot it. A faint dot on the horizon, distant but visible, blurry
but real. The men strained their eyes to see it, fighting the burning _tlon
within their pupils. Itgrew slowly larger, taking on shape and proportion. A ship. A
large ship, perhaps a tanker, with a large funnel and deep draft. The men crowded
to the bow of their dinghy, resting their beleagured bodies against each other aa
tpey stared with an intensity only the desperate ever experience. I..as a ship. A
beautiful, sweet ship. They saw its bow pointed in their direction, and for a
moment their minds stood frozen.
Suddenly they jumped to action, as if they bad forgotten their thirst and pain.
Ben set to the oars, rowing furioualy towards the oncoming boat. Although there
were still miles between them, another crew member waa unable to control his
emotions; grabbing a shirt he stood up and started waving it, trYing to force a
weak scream from his parched mouth.
The ship drew c1oaer, and Ben rowed frantically, aa if be could somehow take
revenge on the sea by slapping it with his oars. The ship grew closer sUll, and
though they knew they had been spotted, the crew cootInued to wave and scream.
It felt good to wave, to scream, to feel allve-ud they didn't stop until they were
climbing up the rope ladder which a sailor aboard the tanker bad thrown down to
them.
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Thia aemeater the College Voice
Iuu featured a aeriea of profilea of a
few of the college'a OIlUtanding
faculty membera. Previoua au~
iect» were Pro/e •• or. Crans,
Neiring, and Mac/din.
By Mlchllel Adamowlo
Profeuor William Fruure bas bad a
very diverae education. All that be bu
leamed since bIa llJlderKraduate yean
is pulled loIletber in the couroea be
leacb es, This giv... bIa s1udenta holistic
educstlonal elQll!lience. centeriDg on
public policy.
He went to college st lbe Univenlty
of Pittaburp. 'Ibere be pursued a wide
variety of interesta. bolb in and out of
the classroom. Frasure recalla, "I've
always followed my interesta iMtead of
wbat professors told me to read. I was
always more inclined to follow my own
instincta and curiosity lban to follow lbe
regimen prescribed by some professor.
Mycollege years were spent sitting in a
coffee sbop arguing what, at lbe time.
seemed to be important iAIueI. Ideu
made a difference to me, lbey always
did. I must bave tried a dozen different
majors before I decided on philosophy.
It was always important to me what
people thought about things. I always
responded to people as much on that
basis as on any other." From thia ap·
proach to his education. Frasure gained
"a diverse intellectual background. It
didn't follow any kind of regular pat-
tern lbat was intended to lead in any
particular direction. I just had a lot of
curiosity ."
Mr. Fraaure attended Yale Law
School after his graduation from PItt:
He found that "law SChool sbarpena
your reasoning ability and analytic
skills more than any other form of
education. In law school you read
hundreds of cas es that all deal, in some
sense, with what a word means; how a
particular word applies to a set of facta.
There is scarcely 8 word in the
language that, somewhere or other.
hasn't been construed by some court
You learn from thia Uuit any word
standing by itaelf is imprectae. This
enables lawyers to avoid a lot of
problems simply by lbe means of
careful drafting and p,'ecise thought."
"Law school also leaches you to get to
the heart of an issue; you learn to see
which facts are peripheral
and which are central. Also,
you learn a lot of substance that you
don't learn anywhere else . You get an
understanding of how the government
and the economy and the decision.
making proc ....... work. This is par_
ticularly important to me in my branch
of political science-public policy. There
is an awful lot you learn in law school
that political scientista aren·t aware
0(."
Mr. Frasure brings all these rigorous
skills and his wide scope of interesta
into his cour ..... He often uses mucb the
same method of teaching tbat
professors in law schools use. This is
an in-deptb technique of questioning
one or a few students for as mucb as
ftlly minut ... st a time. Frasure states
that. ''the way in which law school
improv ... your analytic ability can also
be taught to undergrsduates wilbout
having to use a lot of arcane legal
materials. You can teacb thia type of
thinking with all kinds of material. For
example. public policy and ethical
problema are well suited to thia type of
teaching. "
He continues to describe the question
and answer leaching style: "First, it
depends on creating an atm .. pbere of
tension. which ts one of the reaaona why
students are a little intimidated by it.
'!here baa to be tensiOll beesuoe it
really doesn't wort il the student does
Profiles of Professors
conseDlllS about what to meuure wben
you are dealing with public policy.
Different people will look at different
things and there are many, many
aspects to look at.
''The important thing is thia: il you
want to !mow ilsomething works, ftJ'It
you have to decide what you mean by
'works.' That's really the stiddest
question that fac es policy·makers.What
I do in my policy courses is to bring to
bear my background in law. economics,
political science, and so on, and look at
the technology. the economics, the legal
constraints and legal problema, and lbe
political problems involved in solving
the public policy problem. And lbls
policy studies training is really ex-
cellent for anything a student might
want to do later on in lsw school,
graduate sehool, business school or
anything else."
Frasure is co-author of a leading
study of campaig. finance reform; it
was from lbat book thet his present
involvement in policy studies
developed. "I was struck by the way in
which the structure of the declsion-
making process limits the kinds of
options that can be considered
seriously. A legislature. an ad-
ministrative agency, a court, whatever,
each haa distinctive ways of perceiving
and defining problems, so that with
respect to each, certain models of
policy are unlikely to be entertained.
Likewise, the backgrounds and in-
terests of the policy-makers place
strong constraints on policy for-
mulation, Here the most interesting
question to me is what to do with ex-
perts. How much authority sbould we
give to people with special knowledge?
Is it a good idea, for example, to put
doctors in charge of hoapJta1s? Relat~
to the problem of expertise is the
question of how perfect a solution to a
problem needs to be. Very allen the cost
of making sure we select the ript
option exceeds any reasonably
probable detriment of selecting the
wrong one. An apparent, but un-
derstandable, inability to distinguish
those problem areas from more serious
ones ia a very costly failure of our
governmental institutions. It,
Fraaure spent two years in the Peace
Corps in the Caroline Ialands after he
gaduated from law school and before be
entered graduate school at Johns
Hopkins University. He stated that "the
main reason why I went was that I
wanted to live in an exotic place for a
while. I had to adapt to a very strange
environment. It was difficult to do. But
you learn bow mucb of what we have in
this country it's possible to live without.
It's possible to live a happy. satialying
existence without a lot of the trappings
of so-called civilization. Living out
there in a situation like that puts you in
touch with • lot of things that you are
not in toucb with in thia country. You
lind out lbst, because of all the gadgets
present here, there are a lot of things
lbat you don't pay attention to that are
necessary to get along in other places.
It was necessary to keep track of the
tides and phases of the moon."
Frasure served as counsel to island
legislatures while be was in the Peace
Corps. From bis involvement in sucb
matters be learned mucb "about wbat
the United States was up to in the un-
derdeveloped parta of lbe world. Some
of the things that we did over lbere did
not always meet with lbe approval of
tbe American government. Some
people even got into a lot of trouble of
one kind or another. The American
government bad plans for the Ialands
that were not in the best interests of the
people who lived there. I was suppooed
to serve lbe interests of those people.
Consequently, there was often a lot of
tension."
Frasure and the
forensic of thought
··Id.-as mak.- a diff.-r.·n.'.· '0 m.... h..y
always did. If was always impor'an' '0
m.- what p.·opl... hoUJfh.about .hinJfs.··
not care whelber be giv... an intelligent
answer or not.
"Actually. it doesn't matter what
answer you give; I'm goins: to make the
answer seem wrong. The student
doesn 'tlike that so be tries to defend bIa
answer. The more be defends it, the
more of a muddle he gets into, and it·s
very frustrating. The student quiddy
begins to realize that. no matler what
be says, the answer is going to be
followed by some olber question. Then
the student starts to try to anticipate
what the next question is going to be for
any answer he mipt give. Then he is
able to move one or two questions
ahead. In a lot of ways it's like cb.......
There are many beneftts to thia type
of teaching. according to bQth Mr.
Frasure and his students. Frasure nnds
that the "ultimate purpose is to develop
the ability to do thia without an 0p-
ponent. Any time you aak' a question,
you will be able to see that there are
various possible conoequences arising
from different answers. It really
refin ... 'the way you think about thinp.
You don'tleave loose ends banging. '!be
student's expressions become a lot leu
ambiguous. To sum it up, you are a lot
smarter than you were before."
A student wbo bas been in several of
Mr. Fraaure's claase"stated that. "Mr.
Fraaure taught me to take a problem or
an idea and continually reftne and
rework it over in my head. He taught
me this both in the way bIa lectures are
structured and also by his method of
questioning." Another student added
lbat. "Now I can think a couple of steps
shead of anyone I'm debating an issue
with. It really baa helped me to par_
ticipate intelligently in Mr. Frasure's
course as well as all my olbers."
'Ibis method of leaching goes band in
hand with Frasure's speclalty. which is
public policy. Public policy baa been
lbe fastest growing fteld of political
science in the last decade. Fraaure
describes it aa an ''inherently multi-
disciplinsry field. There's mucb
similarity between it and economics.
But there are also significant dif-
ferenc .... U you looked at two public
utility compani.... for example, and
asked a group of economlats wIIIcb was
performing betler, you would get a
clear consensus. The reason for thia is
lbat DOOnereally knows bow to answer
a question like that becauoe lbere isn't Conlfnued on following page
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continued from previoul page though. 1bia introspectloo dialrKta
from involvement with more importaDt
ideas. But the studenta here are load,
on the average. This isn't juot my
opinion but it's a demonstrable fact.
The average student here ia J'OUIbIy as
good as an average student anywbere.
But there is not enough diversity m10D1
the studenta. One of the lhinp we
abould change ia what we do with our
beat students. We simply don't do
enough for them rigbtllOW. And many
other faculty members seem to feel the
same way. I'm notlalking about bonon
and awards. I mean that the beat
studenta are not cballqed enougb; or
given the opportunity to grow as much
as they are capable of. Being smart
ought to be important to college
students, so abould being well-read.
Education here is centered too much on
the classroom. We have to stimulate
students to talk together, to think and
argue, to read a lot more and to care
about ideas. There should be honon
courses or seminara for specJally
selected students. To argue that lhia
would create an elitist group is silly.
The very premise of lhia kind of in-
stitution is exclusivity. However we do
it, there should be much more orien-
tation toward the better students. It's
very necessary to do and most good
colleges do it."
As another faculty member com-
men ted, "He adds an Important
dimension to our curriculum that
otherwise wouldn't be there; he is
extremely valuable as a law scbool
advisor, he just can't be replaced."
Frasurs feels very strongly about bla
department. He believes that "it ia one
of the most collegial bodies on the
collOge campUS. There are simply no
strong personality claabes within my
department. Further, these are not the
kind of people whose intereala .are
confined to the space between Mobepn
Avenue and Williams Street. Everyone
in the department is deeply involved in
scsdemic, public, or professional en-
desvors outside of Connecticut College,
and that provides enormous benefits for
our students."
Mr. Frasure is deeply concerned
about the College and the students. He
displays a great interest in spurring
more intellectual activitiy on the
campus than that which goes on solely
in the classroom. He believes that "the
only thing conspicuously wrong with
the faculty is that it is too small.
However, the quality of the professon
here is very high. Any student who is
dissatisfied here will be diasalisfied at
any small college in New England. U
I've told one student, I've told fifty that
going from here to Mt. Holyoke, Trinity
and soon, is like going from Burger
King to MacDonald's.
"ADother problem is that all of us
here are too introspective. Wespend far
too much time and energy thinking
about Connecticut College. 1bia isn't a
serious problem, it's just a diatlnct
tendency.
"The students suffer from this
OFF THE TRACK
Art tlfttl Leisure for the sick
By nan Nugent
Hidden away in the insufferalile foothills of New London and environa, one is
seized, at times, to indulge in the high decadence found only rarely at campus
parties. There are too few sixk people at Connecticut College; the decadent must
seek out a metropolis, and preferably one in social turmoil.
Stay away from Hartford. It is too boring to be dangerous. Providence is just as
bad, and is in Rhode Island. The mention of that state alone induces laughter. How.
can degeneracy live amid hilarity? No, it's down to Boston or New York: take out
the drugs and take out a notebook.
Even Boston has a reputation as being reasonably safe. And it is possible to
survive in the city if one doesn't know the correct places to go. A sad fact but a true
one. Everyone of course is familiar)Vith the famed Combat Zone, where porno film
houses and strippers and prostitutes can delight the most jadedof college students.
There is a real possibility of trouble or death in the Combat Zone, if one torments
the proper person, (usually the man with the pink hat and matching automobile),
but the place begs friction. It is much too easy.
The bar at the Ritz is much more intriguing in its moneyed decadence. "The
Rat," in Kenmore Square, caters to your anxieties in a punk rock mode, as does
"The Club" in Cambridge and "Cantone's" downtown. The Boston Common at 2
a.m. is an undeniably vicious spot, and if one hasn't the cover charge for mental or
physical destruction in a drinking establishment; the Common will undoubetdly
fulfill both needs at no cost.
Boston is a great place if one stands around on street comers long enough.
Bruises are chic this year.
NewYork, obviously, is the essential city for a bad time. Never mind the glare of
42ndSt., the droolirig addicts in Wasbinglon Square Park, or the man rounding the
corner right now and closing in on you: these are but tokens of the widespread
amorality and lmmor8lity (depending on who you ask that makes the city so great.
Punk lives and thrives and kills here, in the Village in particular. "Max's Kanaaa
City" and "C.B.G.B.'s" bring mayhem to the East Side, and just a few blocks from
the later club istheheadquarten of the Hell's Angela. There is so much of the kind
of frenzied dissolution some seek that it is difficult to hit upon a smattering of the
spots. .
"Plato's Retreat" would undoubtedly rank high on anyone's list of licensed orgy
bouses. For homosexuals, the gay bars on the Lower West Side are gloriously
repulsive, and for the newest sexual group to arise, the celibates, life revolves
around Studio 54, an uptown disco palace. For the ultimate in boredom chic, there
IS "Regine's," runpy a French pseudo-disco queen with a ravaged voice who will
annoy her customers with unceasing French disco vocals. 1bia is mental seIf-
Immolation at its finesl.
Central Park is for purposes of anntbilation, "trea declaase," as Regine might
add. The subway;, too, are so very overused that among the cognoscenti death on
the rails doesn't make it. Sorry.
U all else fails, and the quest for decadence leads to romantic moonlit nights and
a general sense of well-being, all this can be ellminaled ever so easily with a,l'iait
to the bus station. Every city has one; it serves as a training ground for neophyte
derelicts and drug addicts who haven't quite hit the big time yet. An Omaha bus
station can give you trouble; the thought of the Port Authority Bus .Terminal in
New York can only send chilla of expectation up the most sedated of spmes ..
New London doesn't make il. The Cro Bar reeks of security. One must elope with
the bride of danger and cast off in the bark of near death. Extended metaphon are
the first sign. Be decadent or don't complain. see you down the alley, fint door,
way on the left. I'll be wearing the beanie.
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SPORTS Larrabee
Family portrait
Soccer team sees briglaterJuture
- bulk of squa" to be b~k
Coach Bill Leosig is elated with tbia
year's performance by the seeeer
team. The team fllliahed their _
with a luperb 13-2record and qualified
for the E.C.A.C.Regional Tournament.
The team triumphed over Middle~
in !be tournament, bulllllffered a bearl-
tr-..r_lIrQllby. The CBmellt
came out of the tournament ronlted
impressively as the number 2 E.C.A.C.
team in New England. Coach Leosig is
extremely proud of the entire team and
had praise for every member.
Lessig is expecially grateful for the
fine job done by seniors Steve Litwin
and goalie Trae Andenon. Leosig
claims that one of his grealelt
challenges for the next year will be to
"replace these vital playen." Litwin
tied the school record for most career
pointa and for most goall scored. He
received the greatest honor that can be
given to any camel soccer player, the
Mark Z88hin Award. The award is
given to a member of the team who has
done the most to motivate "team spirit
and Camel pride." Leosig believes that
the fifteen freahmen on the team
followed the example of the upper
classmen by "establishing a tradition
of team pride."
Trae Andenan proved to be a most
effective goal keeper for the Camela.
Andenan holds the record for the
fewest goals allowed in a season, only
14, and also for the most shutouta in a
season, six. In addition, he has the best
goal againat average in New England.
ff there was a co-winner for the Mark
Z88hin Award, Trae would certainly be
the most liekly candidate. Leoaig
describes Andenon as a '1eader on the
field."
This leadership ability was CnICial
this season since Andenon was com-
manding a very young defenaive squad
composed of freshman sweeper Rocco
Damiano, wingbacks Steve Barnard,
"Put" Goodwin, Tom Schindler and
sophomore centerback Dave Geller.
Geller did a fantastic job marking the
opposing center forwards for the team.
Even though they were freshmen,
Coach Leosig says that "Barnard and
Damiano's experience enabled us to
make adjustmenta to the opponent's
tactics" and that Schindler gave the
Camela "added strength on our out-
side."
The most remarkable aspeet of the
team, Leoaig fem, was their ability to
"rebound after loiIng Kevin Sayward in
the Wesleyan game." Althoulh losinl
such an experienced and talented
player would have "destroyed most
young teams," the Camela "pulled
together with hard work and unaeifIJh
play" from freshman Randal "Toga"
KlItz, Tom Schindler, Bob McBride,
sophomore Tom Burke and Junior AndY
Shaaha. There was a dynamic scoring
/rio .,.,...,,- of Jim GablHTa, Jim
Luce and Steve Litwin. Leoaig claims
that Gabarra, Luce and Litwin "kept a
lot of pressure on the opponenta which
didn't allow them to take advantage of
our inexperienced mid-field." All in all,
Luce scored a phenomenal 22 goall,
Gabarra had 14 goals, 9 assista, and
Litwin followed with 4 goals, 5 assista.
Lessig explsined thst from a
. coaching standpoint, even more im-
portant than winning is establishing s
team concept. He ssys that "one of the
aims of a sporta program at a college
like our is to have student sthletes
experience what it is like to play on a
real team." Not only do the memben of
the starling lineup contribute to the
building of the team, but the sub-
stitutes, managen and coaching staff
are also vital elements in the team '.
structure and also deserve reeOllJlltion.
The fine assistant coaching staff was
composed of Ken Hulsdak, Bill Swartz
and Jim Low. This season's managen
were Alice Bakker, Linda Colwell,
Terri Tyminake, and Kathy Crane. The
coach especially stressed the im-
portance of the subatitulel. "They put
so much of themselves into proctice.
They wouldn't allow the starten to get
complacent. They kept us sharp." The
crucial substitulel were Ed Cesare,
Guy Donatelli, Allen Moore, AndY
Porter, David Rabine, Tom Sargent,
Larry Kronick, and upper-<:laaamen
Max Langstaff and Jamie Popkin.
Coach Lesaig views the E.C.A.C.
Tournament game againat Middlebury
as the best example of what to expect
from the Connecticut College Soccer
Camels in seasons to come. During that
game the team stretched themselves to
defeat an extremely strong team. "It
exemplifies, " Lessig believes, 'how far
one can go 'in rising to an occasion."
·With twenty-one of twenty-three
playen returning, the team's prospecta
are extremely optimistic. The com-
bination of the Itrong veterans and
talented incoming freshmen, sbou1d
create a very "positive situation.II In
reflecting back on the season, Leoaig
says "We had fun. We enjoyed the pain,
the sacrifices, and the crowd support."
tramp_'es
Harkness
Coal.lllued from PIle I
Larry Wei!llus (Gator) for a first down.
Larrobee was now in good field POIition
and al though Fiakio sprained his ankle
in the second play, be managed a strong
run to the Harkness 35 yd. line. Fiskio's
next pass was incomplete, but he
remained unruffled with a rally after
obis initial setback as he threw his next
pass into the end-zone where Paul
Mccarthy (Buckwbeat> was wide open
for the TV. After tbia five play flurry
for a HI Larrabee lead, the defense of
both teams settled down and there was
no more scoring in the first half.
Both teams had opportunities, but
Larrabee was hurt by a penalty that
nullified an interception by Mark Fiakio
at the Harkness 20 yard line and
Harkness was stopped after having a
firat down at the Larrabee 17 yard tine.
After half-time draining and
socializing the crowd's attention
returned to the field where Larrabee
kicked off. Harkness had a sloppy
beginning when on the firat play they
dropped the ball at the line of scrim-
mage. They came back on the next play
as Stewart completed a pass to
Carrington but his attempt to repeat the
play failed as Chris Colbert came
through for Larrabee with an in-
terception and ran with the ball to the
Harkness 2yard line. Fiskio then threw
to Buckwheat for his second touch down
and the score was l~, Larrabee. After
receiving the kick ...ff, Dave Stewart
was once again frustrated in his efforis
to pass by the invincible Larrabee line
of Bill Davis, John Krin1taky, and
David Petlinari (Big Daddy). However,
a pass interference pena\ty on the Bee
gave Harknesa' the edge snet the next
two plays were run by Clyde McKee
down in. a sweep to the left, then a
strong run down the middle making it a
fourth down and a half yard to go for the
first down. After a completed pass to
Bob Rugerio, Harkness once again
posed a real threat with first and goal to
go. But Larrabee effectively squashed
this rally by preventing Beaver from
catching a pass in the end zone.
Throughout the game the lightning
combination of Fiskio and Buckwheat
prevented Morrin from displaying the
superb talent we have seen over the
past three years. Then a clipping
penalty was called on Harkness that set
them back and proved to be a decisive
turning point in the game for Larrabee.
Harkness proved unauccessful in their
Big daddy nails Beaver in busted play
Social Bill sums it all up
drive to the goal line. Although
Larrabee regained the ball they were
unable to score as CIrrington made two
interceptions.
Going into the fourth quarter
Harkness bad the ball and a completed
pass III Beaver resulted in a fiercely
determined run but a stiff arm penalty
was called on Dave Stewart as he at-
tempted a quarterback draw play.
Pushed back, the Harkness team was
unable to complete the drive in to score
astheLar~beelineprovedstrong~
than ever. Frantic and somewhat
demoralized at this point, the only hope
for Harkness lay in a passing game. B,',t
after four incomplete passes, Larrabf ee
regained the ball and QB Mark Fiski 0,
wel1-protected by the Larrabee boYI,
threw a smoolh pass to Gator in the enid
zone for a Tn and the score was 21~,
Larrabee. Harkness rallied in a gallant
last-ditch effort to score as Beaver
iaulht the kick-off and ran with it to the
40 yard line. Hugo Smith followed that
up with a couple of good catches. But
the speed and quickness of Gator
proved too much for Harkness as he
was there for an interception. After·
some strong running by Fiskiot
Larrabee was again in good field
position and John Krinitaky made a
good catch in the end-zone for a final
score of 28-(), Larrabee.
The Larrabee boys were triumphant.
They had dominated the entire game
and their awesome defense doomed the
Continued on following page
Continued from previous page
Harkness scoring efforta to futility.
While Harkness had the ball the
majority of the time, lbey were
frUStrated again and again by Bill
Davis, David Pettinari, and JOM
Krinitsky, who combined to form an
impenetrable defensive line. When
Larrabee did have lbe- ball, a cool and
well-protected Mark Fiskio promptly
led lbe offense to victory. TIte entire
team was a well-oiled machine that
steam-rolled over Harkness. As lbeir
confidence increased wilb lbe mOWlting
score, the Bee boys played tremendous
football. It must also be said of
Harkness lbat, in lbe face of an over-
whelming Larrabee victory, lbe did not
throw in lbe towel but kept attempting
to rally, even in the final quarter. But in
the end, Larrabee prevailed.
At the post-game party in Larrabee
players from both teama lefl their
rivalry on the field as lbey conSumed
two kegs and massive quantities of-
liquor, not to mention a wide &880rt-
ment of contraband. TIte Larrabee
boys, ecstatic and expansive after their
triumph and chomping victory cigars,
had this to say about the game:
John Krlnltsky: Bolb teams were
good and both deserved to be there.
This year Larrabee had it together , tbia
year we deserved it.
BII1Dsvis: Beaver and Stewart are
some of the most incredible com-
petitors that we've gone up against in
four years.
Larry Wellgus: It was a good clean
genie and I'm glad I gOt seven.
Chris Colberl: Monlana Red Dog!
Yahoo: As owner I am signing
!ronhead as a PG next year.
Buckwhest: I don't want to sayan-
thing. I am just happy.
Harkness QB Stewart has hard
time in the pocket
TIte two leaders of the Harkness
team, quarterback Dave Stewart and
Captain Beaver Morrin were true
sportsmen in defeat and bad tbia to say:
Beaver: TItey (Larrabee) are a
tremendous team. TIteir line is the
strongest of any team we've played all
year. TItey comhined that wilb a
cohesive backfield attack. A fine group
of athletes. No dirt at all. No cheap
shots. It would have been nice to win.
But beller that I was playing against
these guys again. . .
Dave Stewarl: TIle key to the game
was Larrabee's defense. They put us on
the defensive immediately and
although we tried to come back, lbey
Just kept coming. TIley played an ex-
cellent game.
So once again at Connecticut College
another Super Bowl has come and gone.
Most of lbe players on bolb teams are
seniors, and they have glorious
memories to warm tbem by lbe f11'e
When,.old and decrepit, they reminisce
to politely bored granclcblldren. For
those of us bwho remain, however, lbe
queation arises - what about next year?
To all those Caspar Mllquestoasts out
lbere, we staWlch CCFFL fans extend
an invitation to get out and play (after
all, you have lbe rest of your life to read
:Plato and Aristotle.)
Pboto by Ta_ Lop1Iebbl
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MeR'~ hoops
B-y Mandla WlDIama
The November 28 game agalnat Salve
Regina opened the season for the
Connecticut College Vanity Men's
Basketball Team. The Camels, booetad
by ~ large cheering section, trampled
their opponenlll, winning the game by
42 points.
FIfteen players make up !be Vanity
Team this year: MIke Amaral, Chria
Bergan, Paul Cannelll, Ted Coljanle,
Barry Hyman, Charles JOIleI, Herb
Kenney, Dan Levy, Bill Luce, Bill
Malinowski, and Wayne MalinoWlkl,
and freshmen Tom Barry Rex
Bo,,:doin, JobD Faulkner, and Lincoln
Levmson. Coached by Charles Luce and
aasisted by Butch Laurion, lbe team
elected Dan Levy and Ted Coljanle u
co-captains.
Coach Luce expects vast im·
pravement over last year's record of 8
wins and 14 loases, lbe team returning
with a better Wlderstanding of the
game and of their individual potential.
Experience, however, dominates 88 the
key factor in lhe anticipated success.
Both Dan Levy and Ted Coljanie have
played all four of their years at Conn.
Wayne Malinowski, last season's mOlt
valuable player, and Barry Hyman,
I.., year's most improved player, are
hack for another impresalve season.
Wayne, Dan, and Ted led the team in
scoring last season. Ted also dOlUinated
in reboWlding, as did Qu1a and
Charles. Coach Luee is cOWlting on
. these players, as well as Rex Bowdoin,
the most this year.
TIte new members hring with lbem
many valuable asselll. Rex Bowdoin
looka to be a top reboWlder, as does
Lincoln -Levinao.\1. Tom Barry needs
only experience to reveal his natural
ability which includes speed, strength,
and excellent shooting skills. John
Faulkner, allhough temporarily
hampered by a hack injury, looka to be
a good guard.
Having a relatively tall front line is
one of the major strengths the team
possesses. The shortest front-line-
player is 6'3", and lbe tallest slands at
6'7". Coach Luee sees the team's deplb
as another strenglb, wilb about ten
piayers contributing solidly.
TIte team also poasesses strong
determination. Inconsistent call·
handling skills are a weakness Coach
Luce hopos to see resolved in the next
few games. ''The offense tends to be
impatient, forcing things to bappen
rather than letting them happen," he
says .• The defense, too, needs im-
provement.
Twenty-five games are scheduled for
this season, lbe largest number of
games ever scheduled here. The teams
to look out for include Wesleyan,
Trinity, The Coast Guard, and
Manhattanvllle. Injuries to Barry
Hyman, Bill Luce, and JobD Faulkner
will hopelully cease to hinder their
progress in !be future.
Women to
hustle ball
this seaSOR
The Women's IJttercolleaiate
Basketball Team is antlclpatlni a men
successful season than they ex-
Perienc:ed last year. RelurDinI from
last seaaon's play are KIm WbI__ ,
Ginny Bell, Jenny Altachul, ceJayne
Hill, and Clalre Quan. Altboulb tbere ill
at present only OlIO olber member, Rita
MacInnil, a rre.hman from Waterford,
Couneetleul, CoaclI Ralpb DiIaIa ill
optimilIlIe that tbere will be men.
Coach Dlula antlelpa'" the
University ol Bridleport, Rbode IWDd
CoI1etle, JlarriDIl.OIl, and !be UnlvenIty
01 Hartford to be the l<JuIb-' Gpo
ponenla of !be _. The memben
tbemaelves are optImlttjc: that last
year's record ol4 winI and 10'- will
be improved upon.
Rita Macinnil com" to !be -
with excellent ball;bandl1nllllilla that
Coach DIaaIa belIev.. will beIp the
team imm...... y. SInce !be Womeo's
team bu little belCht, tbelr talIeIl
player belDllonly 5'7", !bey are lurDiDI
to solid conditioning with !be hope that
lbey will be able to out bullie their
opponents. As of now, lhls is where !be
emphasis .lies. The teain is alao at-
tempting to learn new, bule playa, 10
that when lbe games actual1y belIiD In
second semester, lbey will be in good
shape.
All jlrill in_ted in becoo>in. a
part of tbia intencbolaalic IJXIrt IbouId
contact Coach Dlaaia In !be atblelic
office on !be oecoud Ooor in Cro. There
is still lime to get in shape before the
flnt games on January 24 apiDat the
Coast Guard Academy, January :l5
against !be Univenlty ol Hartford, and
January 'lI agaiDsl Amherst.
Cathy Welker demonstrates gymnastic expertise
Swinging from bars
Gymnas's n..xin_ for 'omorrow's m.....
By David Flderer Usa Kingman and Rayna Nitzbergare being ""Wlted on heavily by !be
coaches and tbeir teammalelto do well
in the floor exerciaea.
The team's biggest questloo mark Ii
!be bars event. Junior Cathy Welker
(balance beam, vaultlni, and floor
exercise) who is perfol"lll1nl more Ilke
a"1'oureSCbeva wilb each paIIinI day,
along with Carol VUI, Lila Kinl"\'D,
and Hildi Perl are !be key performers
on lbe Wleven parallel bars.
The team is coached by Jeffrey
Zimmerman and Wally, wbolIe last
name is Wlknown to anyone but him-
self. The girls are in good sllape. AJJy
guy will testify to that. SerIou8ly now,
thecoacbes have worked !be team very
hard tbia fall, sometim .. up to 12 bars
weekly. However, co-captaln Lynda
Plavin feela that tbere ill mucb work
left to be dooe. "The team's J'OIIIiDee
are not polIMed yet." The team is
confulenttbat they will be poI!sbed and
shining by the February I, the start of
their 'Teal" seaec:M1.
Yale, KeeDe St., and Boo..(! St., will
be !be lo\qIbest of !be it oppchmll !be
camels will face tbIa --.
Gymnastics is an exclliDl and
beauti61l IJXIri to watch. Came on out
andwatch !be glrillwho Oy tbr'oulIb !be
air wilb the greatest of eaae.
With the opening of their season one
day away, the Connecticut College
Women's Gymnastic team is ready to
take on all comers. The Camels begin
their season tomorrow (Wedrwdsy)
night at 7:00 p.m. at !be Coast Guard
Academy in what should be a rarity In
sport; females dominating males.
Co-<laptains Lynda Plavin (vaulting,
balance beam, and Ooor exercise) and
Carol V... (bars and vauJtiDI) lead a
string but relatively ~eneed
squad which will bave to put forth
maximum effort If it to improve upon
lut season's record or lHI. _ I
Depth is a quallty any succeaaful
team should bave. The camels bave
plenty of it in several key ar .... Lynda
Plavin leads a 'talented group of
balance beam performers wbleh in-
cludes Cathy Welker, Sally McFarland
(vaulting), I.Jnda Wlatrowskl (floor
exercise), and Christ Beckwith
(vaulting) .
Doing lbe majority 01 !be vaulting for
Conn tbia season will be Carol
Vaasmoor exercises), Carolyn Hoff·
man (floor exercises), Amy Roberta
(floor exercise and bara) , Cathy
Welker, and Heidi WaJab, who is
presently inJUQllI,
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ENTERTAINMENT
Ct. orc"estra
I
Hov.J fLA'IlN6 ~
Ct'ea. se-
, : 2-:
, ; ,: I : J
Greased nightDlare
By Mary COD1tUD
I remember readinl somewhere that
to he a suceeaaful actor, one must be
hopelessly bonkers in order to survive.
And honestly. you reslly have no choice
but to be slightly out of your mind -it's
the only way you stand a chaoce of
dealing with the crap that's forced upon
you when you stsrt poundinl the
pavements Iootlng for work. I am
/ speaking specifically ~ auditioning for
shows. .
Most actors 10<* forward to auditions
the same way studl!llls look forward to
final exams. And with good re8lOO.
Both ellperlences are extremely nerve-
wracking and unpleasant. Un-
fortunately. they are necessary if you
want to get anywhere in your field. In
the end, your ultimate success or
failure depends on your attitude. It's
my belief that the wbole audition
process has been carefully structured
asa test of"'man endurance to see bow
well me individual can work under
pressure. What do Imean by.p~ure?
Here follows a true example.
I auditioned for the musical
''GREASE'' on Broadway tbis summer
with two of my friends - and about four
bundred olber hopefuIa. The doors
opened at 10:30 a.m., butwebadsbown
up at 8:00 to sign up early. Even then,
there were over a bundred people
already ahead of us. We knew that we
lu..lnlioD by Maz M....
were in for a long wait, 80we 88t down
and proceeded to get very, very ner-
vous.
I really ba te it when borror storiea
and sick jokes about my would-be
profession tum wt to be true. The
whole ordesl was like a bad dream.
People were being called up in groups
of ten at a rate of about four groups an
hour. That meant that they spent fifteen
minutes per group of ten. I started
giggling madly wben I realized that I
II St.t!. Iuul.'t
flee. t"'ere to wet
_e o.t I .,,0.141 lIe
t"'ere IIt'", lie"''''''
t"'e toilet JlGJler
."r'tl •• _.
_eMolrll
would have a little more than a minute
to sbow my atuff. Face ii, my chances
of e.ven making a fraction of an im-
pression were pretty slim. I started
WIDdering what the bell Iwas trying to
prove. Jesus <lIris!, I didn't even need
the job. Yet.
Then I beard my number called. Ob
.well, ours is not to question wby. Iwas
so nervous, the fint thing I looked for
wben I got out of the elevator was a
bathroom. 1found one bawtsge with a
sign on it: do notlock the door: It will
stick. Of course I went in. forgot, and
locked the door. If Stacy hadn't been
there to get me out I would be there
still, behind tbe toilet paper writing iny
memoirs. But I was noisily liberated
from my porcelain prison and crawled
back in line. wiabing Iwere dead.
Sure enough, iIwas all Iboped it not
to be. One by one, people were called to
audition. They sang maybe three lines
of their song before someone said,
''Thank you. Next." And that was it.
Fini. Good Gnd, I thought, what a way
to prepare for the last judgement. But I
was one of the lucky mes. When my
turn came, I was allowed to sing six
lines before they stopped me. I WBI
ecitatic, but very glad that the wbole
shebang was over and dme with.
I never heard wbo did get cast, but I
really didn't care. Iknew Ibadro'! made
it, and that was all that mattered to
me. The experience still haunts me,
though, because there will come a time
when Iwill have to do IbiS type of thing
once or twice a week until Iget a job.
Wben that job is over, I'll be back on the
streets again repeating the ordeal for
the rest of my life. Times like these
makes me cling desparately to my
collegiate cocoon and fantasize about
going into to plumbing.
serves up
B,.c"!ls 'ullch
By PalDam ~wlD
Believe it or not, there is an orchestra
at Connecticut College. Every Wed·
nesday night at 7:30, a group of 30 or so
stsuncb musicians, some from the city
of New London and the surrounding
area and some from Conn. college
itself meet, and rehearse classical
works for 2", hours.
Classical music is anonymous at
Conn. There are some students wbo
have been here for four years wbo are
slill unaware of its presence. But the
orchestra is larger than iI was last
year, and is sbowing encouraging signs
of growth. The first coneernt, uBach's
Lunch " beld in the Cro main lounge at
noonti~e, Friday OCtrI, was relatively
well attended by both faculty and
students, considering the lack of
publicity. It was an impromptu concerl,
held primarily for the faculty wbo eat
at the Cro snack bar. The program
slarted with Bach's tblrd Brandenburg
concerto, performed by the string
section. The strings then continued with
a piece by Vivaldi, and the program
concluded with Bartok's Rumanian
dances as ,the winds joined the strings.
The atmosphere was informal and
relaxed, and the musicians responded
well.
The orcbestra Is a divene mixture of
mustcians with varying degrees of
teehnic" .kill The fP"O'1P iI: smaU, aDd
in some spots, incomplete_ There ill no
percussion section, the viola and cello
section are proportionately too small
(compared to the rest of tile or-
chestra) , and some places in the brass
and woodwind sections need fUling. But
under the patient leadership of Peter
Sacco, the group works mard on pieces
within their capability and with the
proper instrumentation.
Unfortunately, there is not a large
group of lriBtrumental J:Ilusicians. .on
campus, and to provide for larger
pieces the orchestra has recruited area
residents to belp fllI out the group.
During the flrst part of the rebearsal,
this large group practices. Then a
smaller, rarified group compiled
almost totally of Conn. students will
rehearse pieces that require fewer
instruments.
The memben of the orchestra are
dedicated, and in the next few years the
orchestra will continue to grow, and
eventually come out of the woodwork.
Interested mllSicans are welcomed to
come to rehearsals on Wednesday night
at 7:00 p.m. in Cro·is obey want to try
out for the orchestra.
Illustration. by Jam .. Moore
By Stephanie zacks
What do Woody Allen and a Conn
junior have in common? By December
2, both will have written, directed, and
starred in their own works. CUrrently,
Ken Ellner is in the proe""" of directing
and acting in a light-hearted two-act
comedy entitled "Look But Don't
Touch." It dealawith the importance of
communication and trust between two
people. The breakdown of the
relationship and the conclll8ions which
the characters jump to provide the
comic moments.
Ken 1..... always wanted to write, but
he never expected he would stage and
star in his own work. He began writing
short stories when he was nine, and
from Ii.ere he moved or. to poems,
lyrics and music. At thia point he had
some of hill poetry publillh<ld.He then
began to write plays. He wrote "Look
But Don't Touch" over a period of nine
months last March and April, and took
four drafts to complete it.
"Look But Don't Touch" has not been
publillhed, but it is under Ken's own
copyright, and Jerrell Productions ill
backing and financially supporting it.
Ken first proposed the play to a school
in New Jersey from which he tran-
sferred to Conn. He worked at the
theatre there last summer which turns
professional for the season. Ken's
propoaal included an offer to donate the
proceeds to their foundation, as hillway
of repaying them for the experience
they provided him.
The cast conaillts of four characters,
all students at Conn. They are, besides
Pha(o hy Vicky McKlttrlek
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Ellner, sopilomores Lori Bassin and
Leslie Rogers and junior Richard
-Sauer, all very enthll8iastic about the
play. Leslie calls it "a really funny
play. A lot of students write plays but
thia one is excellent and original -
everyone can understand it. I'm
psyched about doing it."
In addition to the cast, Ken has "an
excellent stage crew wbo Ican crumble
agalnstand wbo will always build me up
again." They are stage manager Anne
Richards, carpenter and electrician
Vance Gilbert and crew member Laura
Fernandes.
Originally Ken had hill play read by
professionals. Since they enjoyed it, he
obtained the three sctors besides
himself wbo currently make up the cast
for a stage reading. The four then
talked about performing it on the stage
and voted to "go all the way." which
floored Ken. ''Their response has been
phenomenalt" says Ken. "We are all
working on something from conception,
and that in itseH ill exciting! It's really
difficult for me to step out and loot at
me acting,' he comments on his task of
both acting and directing hill own ac-
ting.
"Look But Don't Touch" will be
performed on December 2 at the
Burlington County Coliege Little
Theater in New Jersey. It ill tentatively
scheduled to appear at Conn on
February 3.
Ken ill currently compiling a play
which he hopes to stage in April. The
theme is HReve1ations of You and Me,"
and will include sbort scenes Ii in-
teractions between people.
"Look but don't touch" cast, looking and touching
Campus sleeper: Humor
of a break-up
!ltllU.6tr 1[ttlttni1p~
, 756 Nnrt~ tluili ~.
NLll1l1ir~, (tJl:\!\ nussn
"We Specialize In Guitars & All
Fretted Instruments
CF Martin - Guild - Alvarez - Yairi - Hohner - Fender -
Hamer . ~pector - Electra MPC - MXR - Applause -
GUrian· Rickenbacker - DiMarzio - Washburn - Gallien -
Krueger.
'25% Off
strings & GCcessories
LESSONS
RECORDS
ACCESSORIES Wa.~ we. , Buy- Trad_SeIl. .,. Vintage Instruments
Monday thru Saturday 11).6
Thursday 10-10
886-0081
Did you Imow~
we can find a brean cancer
as smaU u the head of a pin?
Such a tiny cancer can almost always be cured.
Acancer of this size car. best be found by mammography
_ a technique of lowdose breast x-rays Using far less
radiation than ever before. mammography can detect a
cancer long before a lump can be felt. While the cancer
is still highly curable.
Not every woman needs mammography. But for
those women over 50 or with special reasons to be
concerned. like those with symptoms or a strong family
history of breast cancer. mammography can find a tiny
cancer before it has spread. Ask your doctor about
mammography.
~
American Cancer Society
\
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OPINION
Getting out of an ethical nightmare
~ ".~' p..... ,...~ "" ,.
, protected itself rather well against asset0.8tripping
through stringent currency exchange controls.
Divestment would mean that the value of company
investments would be reduced, and - more important
- we would lose whatever influence we might have if
we stay and exert pressure for change.
Two related factors make it possible for us to
maximize our influence for change. The first is that
the South African economy has been in decline during
this decade; one measure of this is the fall in its-
growth rate from 7 percent in 1974to .5 percent in
t977. In many respects South AfrIca is no longer a
politically attractive market for economic in-
vestment, and this is reflected in the extent to which
American and British hanks now refrain from len-
diiig to government and public corporati!'ns. The
shrinkage of new funds enhances the importance of
existing businesses. Consequently, established
foreign firms are in a position to actively demand
improved economic conditionS for their African
employees. Some have done so; others have not.
The second factor is the growing pressure from
American shareholders for economic change.
RecenUy, much of this is due to the efforts of the
Reverend Dr. Leon Sullivan, minister of
Philadelphia's Zion Baptist Church, who bas
developed a code of conduct which he urges on all
American companies with firms in South Africa. This
code - now called the "Sullivan Code" - advocates
nonsegragation, fair employment and pay practices,
training programs and advancement for Africans,
and improvement of their living conditions. Not
enough compues have adopted the Sullivan Code, and
not enough Colleges and Universities have inlisted
that the companies in which they hold shares should
adopt the Code. Some people believe that it is not
possible to implement it, but tLe Ford Motor Com-
pany has done so with reasonable success in the past
year.
Connecticut College should adopt the Sullivan Code
as a standard of conduct it expects of all the com-
panies in which it is s shareholder. The asswnptlon
that"withdrawal would be usefulDverrates the level of
American investment and underrates what can be
achieved by staying if (aDd oaly II) we set an example
of corporate social responsiblllty. Improvement of
the AfrIcans' economic status would coot money,
thereby lowering dividends. That would really be
putting OW' money where OW' mouth is. ,
Divestment is a last act of despair; it is based on
the Pontius Pilate principle - when you do not know
what to do with a problem, just wash your hands of it.
The Christopher Principle seems more appropriate
at the moment - it is better to llght a candle than to
curse the darkness.
By Marlon E. OGre
Recent articles in '!'be College Votce on the South
AfrIcan question renect the editors' concern with the
issue - and righUy so, for it centers on the problem of
human rights and the nature of our commitment to
such causes. The problem with this problem is that it
seems to.allow only two options: you either' divest -or
you do not divest, i.e., you sell all your holdings, in
American companies with branches in South Africa,
or you do not. II you do not sell then you can be ac-
cused of supporting that government's policy of
aparthetd. II you do sell it can be said that you are not
a ''prudent'' business man because you have acted
against your best fmancial interests. There are
numerous variations on these two positions, and they
all seem to suggest that divestment is a fixed star in
the firmament. This is not necessarily so.
I
Won" asset-stripping have
• significant Impact on the
Sonth African economy?
The evidence snltgests that
there would .e a rednctlon
of Jo. opportn~ltles --
for Africans
I
II
The level of American investment in South Africa
ranks at something like 18percent of the total foreign
investment, or approximately one per cent of all
industrial investment in the country. Of the 90,000
persons employed in these American firma, ahout
60,000 are Africans. Would aaset-lltripping have a
'Significant impact on the South AfrIcan 'economy?
The evidence suggests that there would be a reduc-
tion of job opportunities - for AfrIcana and whites
alike - or that other foreign investors would quickly
fill the vacuum created by withdrawing American
firms. This would be particularly true in critical
industrial fields such as electronics; if ffiM were to
sell its South AfrIcan holdings today, West German
and Japanese companies are ready to move in
tomorrow. In short, withdrawal would not have
sufficient impact to influence the government to alter
its policy. Not yet, anyway. Moreover, the sale of the
American firms would not mean that the funds in-
vested could be returned to the United States - no
funds, fo"'!gn or domestic, are easily or quickly
transferred out of South AfrIca. The Government has
The reason
of pure
criticism
By Thomas Usdin
A few weeks ago Richard Birdsall, Professor of
History, wrote a leiter to the editor of the College
Voice deali"" with the intellectual atmosphere of the, ..... th"treamcollege. His remarks were in'response to e s
of acid criticism that is directed toward the college
administration." Mr. Birdsall bas suggested that this
criticism is unjustified because be feels that the
administration is "cheerful, competent, and' bard·
working." He went on to say that if the orities could
solve their own problems, then perhaps they would
feel no need to concern themselves with other's af·
fairs. Birdsal1 suggested that the solution is for
everyone to bury themselves in their hooks; the
answers can be found in the works of such great
thinkers as Kierkegaard, Wallace Stephens, and
Freud. He believes that only in this way can we
simulate the coDege atmosphere that existed forty
years ago when the administration was able to ron
the college without any fiak from the students.
These ideas certainly bring up some interesting
points, but perhaps Mr. Birdsall's remarks will help
to shed some light on what some of the real problems
are. I'm sure many people will agree with his
assesment that the presidents and deans
cheerful, competent, and-hard-working. However, do
those qualities exempt them or any other members of
the administration from crltfclllln? Vocallzatfon of
one's opinion should not have to be positive to be
constructive. Criticism can aim at improvement; it is
not necessarily a condemnation. Introspection alone
does not- allow manto see all his shortcomings. An
outside observer is often needed to perceive problems
Criticism can aim
- ------~
at impro!ement;
it is not necessarily
a condemnation.
within another anti to motivate that person to over-
come their deficiencies .
lalso find fallacy in Mr. Birdsal1's suggeStion that
the solution to our problems can be achieved through
an understanding of some of the great thinkers of our
world. Is this really a viable solution? Is he being
practical and serious when he says that the problems
of our contemporary world can be allievated through
an understanding of philosophers that are to a large
degree removed from the concerns of OW' society? II
Mr. Birdsall is, in fact, serious than perhaps herein
lies the chief problem and that is that some members
of the Faculty and the administration are out of touch
with the interests and concerns of the college com-
munlty. The symptoms of this problem are
manifested in many areas. Perhaps this is why there
were but a handful of either faculty members or
administrators at Conn's fl1'8t soccer game in the
E.C.A.C. play .. ffs; perhaps this is why some students
are disillusioned with the administrative support for
foreign study, and flnally this may give us a clue as to
w~y a faculty member can be so out of touch to
suggest that in our supposedly progressive society
our goal should be to .simulate the environment that
existed forty years ago.
I am not claiming that either the Faculty or the
administration is incompetent. On the contrary I
think that for the most part they handle their jobs ~d
responsibilitie~ well. However, perhaps some
problems do anse out of their insensitivity to the
concerns of the people they are interacting with.
Furthermore, it seems that these problems will only
be accentuated by unreasonable and defensive
-responses to criticism that is voiced for the purpose of
hopefully bettering the community.
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Disco delusioDs
To Bradshaw Rost and His Fellow Disco Ducks:
The recent exaltation of disco musak 88 "the"
ultimate expression of the 70's was so ludicrous itwas
amusing. You displayed amazing ignorance in
-proclaiming disco as the cultural manifestation of our
current generation. If it is true that human beings use
less. than one-tenth of their mental capacities nor-
mally. then you discophiles utilize a fraction of that to
enjoy your.lifestyles. Disco is pure. escapist fairy tale
geared to the emotional range of a five year old. It is
an easily marketable commodity at the present lime.
but this is no grounds for the attribution of profound
cultural significance. Has your college education
taught you to equate money with culture? If so. we
suggest a re-examination of your values.
Can one~smind be so
saturated with the
monotonous~vacuous
tunes of ~~SaturdayNight
Fever" as to deny the
existence of alterdatlve
forms of music?
Why don~tyou wake up!
How could one be so presumptuous as to proclaim
that rock is dead, and that those still enjoying it are
merely regressing into the 60's? Where have you been
ior the last ten years anyway? We hasten to correct
your stupendous miscalculation of "anti-discoite8t1 as
a minority on this campus and in society in general.
You did a terrible injustice to the 60's in stereotyping
those years as "Woodstock, pot smoking and Viet-
nam." Obviously your grasp of that decsde is ex-
tremely superficial. Please doD't compound your
errors by acting as the seH-styled authority of obe
70's as well. Can ODe'smind be so saturated with the
monotonous, vacuous tunes of "Saturday Night
Fever" as to deny the existence of alternative forms
of music? Why don't you wake up! Far from dying
out, rock has been infused with a level of high eDergy
during the 70's. Your mind is a sea of doldrums that
•••
craves an invigorating blast of new wave and punk to
bring you back to reality.
Among your most glaring misconceptions is your
belief that disco is the only music one can make an
integrated emotional and physical response to. Are
your faculties that limited? We experience a similar
feeling of revulsion upon attending all-campus disco
fiascoes. Granted, there is a certain grace to
carefully studied and conscientiously mastered disco
steppin'. However, it requires limited powers of
observation to perceive that 8 out Qf 10 disco couples
lack such ability. Despite their efforta to achieve this
image of sublime elegance while spinning and
twirling, they usually end up in an enbarraasing
position closely resembling a contorted half Nelson.
Such finesse.
We also venture to comment on the emotional
aspects (or lack of) of disco. In a truly esoteric
discotheque the nature of the "emotion" expressed
quickly reveals itself to the intelligent observer.
Distilled, it is several hundred people allowing
themselves to be manipulated by a d.j. with an I.Q. of
60 who just happens to have acquired the motor
coordination to spin a turntable. They usually look
more like cows in a barn than dancers eDjoying
sensual delights. Stir 'em up a little bit, they move -
slow 'em down. they stare off into space with empty
eyes.
Is disco music perhaps conveying some deep,
obscure message that we have failed to grasp?
Hardly. For the truth is, there is DOmessage in dIsco.
It is totally devoid of any expressioD of ideology. Do
yourseH a favor and try to decipher the concepts
behind the lyrics of Elvis Costello or Patti Smith, for
they represent. what the music of the future will be.
Incidentally, the music is also fanwtlc to dance to.
Let's face it, the life span of disco will be remarkably
short and its impact will never be classified as
significant. Only after you achieve this reveiatlOD,
will you be cured of the disco malaise. Maybe one fine
morning you will be overcome by the suddeD urge to
use your Saturday Night Fever album as a frisbee.
Sha-do-be ......... SHATI'ERED!!!
Respectfully yours,
Two Punk Rockers
A.Blomgren
IIL.Resolo
1V
Registration:
picking
odds-on
favorites
By SleveD Sbaffer
Perhaps there is an ivory lower assumptioD that
courses are to be selected ODthe bsaIs of interest and
academic desirability. Extraneous factors. luch as
the lime of cl888 or course requirements have lillie or
no affect OD the student's choice. Realsltically,
hoWever, most of us know that this isDotquite so true.
I would venture to say that most students, at one lime
or another, have selected courses ODthe bsaIs of 811Cb
"extraneoua" factors. These extraneous facton
indeed become primary factors in some cues. There
is nothing inherentiy wrong in such a course selectioD
process, provided that the student had not organized
his-her entire four years along these lines.
In some instances, the lime consideration can be
tleneficialto a studeDt'slearning. How can one expect
to absorb the intricacies of Aristolel1an logic at '8:30
in the morning, especially If ODebas been consuming
alcohol in Cro Bar (in lieu of logic in the library) until
midnight. To thyself be honest. It would be im-
practical to register for 8UCha course. One would be
better if laking Physical Anthropology at a com-
fortable 11:30.This allows one plenty of lime to sleep,
drink, and, with a minimal amount of effort, do well
in the course to boot. Mankind's pragmatism agaiD
lakes center stage.
Not all students are oriented to social priorities .
This orientatton seems to be ODeof occasional 00-
curance throughout the studeDt body. It Ja Deltber
good nor bad. More power to the students who un
rise at 7:30, day after day, to make an 8:30 cl888 in
Biochemistry. On the same token, Isalute the student
who realizes his-her academic limita and adjust his-
her course schedule accordingly. Those studeDts who
find a perfect correlation between the courses they
desire and the limes they are glven should count their
blessings. It seems to happen all too infrequentiy.
Tllree "'fllealt ",orlc loa"
roar.e. be. _ 'oartll
roar.e ",II'rll",111.ot
re"alre _•• arll ",orlc...
til' •• etlloll rG. be
'•• tra.e.ud ,.
pre.er,,' •• _ .ta"e.t~.._.It".
There are indeed other reasons for a studeDt's
course selections. Three difficult work load courses
beg a fourth course which will not reuire as much
work. Far from being the easy way OUt,this method
can be inslrwDental in preserving a studeDt's sanity.
Then there is the ever-present general education
requirement. Doubtless there are areas in general
education which do not embody courses which any
given student has a liking for. For instance, students
of a strlctiy artistic view might not see a redeeming
value in studying Social Psychology rather than
Discovery in Physics. Neither one holds much
significance to the student, so the studeDt resorta to
methods of course selection other than interest and
academic desirability. The considerations in the
student's choice involves the considerstioD of which
course is easier in terms of work load and grading
scales. This method can also be applied when there is
a course conflict, and one desirable course must be
sacrificed for a more desirable (or required) course
which is taught at the same lime. In 8UChcues, how
else is a student to choose?
I do not think the bastion of academic virtue, of
hard lahor reaping intellectual fnlits of academ!a, is
being threatened. Some of these BCH:a1ledextraneous
factors in course selectioD exist as a result of ltudent
practicality. Of course, some of iliese reasons exist,
too, because of StudeDt lazinea. ~ea of
student vrioritles, a prayer for the academic and
social motives of course selection seems appropriate
but thank God all learning does.Ml take jl1ace in the
claasrooom.
Illustrations by Wendy Weeks
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GOOD TIME
CHARLIE'S
372 BOSTON POST RD.
(ROUTE 1)
II
oWATERFORD
443-0710
. Tues.: FREEADMISSION •••
8 P.M.·' P.M. "SHOTS" - 50- ea.
Wed.: FREEADMISSION college night
8 P.M.·':30 P.M. DRINKS - ~54w/eoll.I.D.
Thurs.: "LADIES 'NITE"
8 P.M.·':30 P.M. LADIESDRINKS - 254 ea.
Fri. & Sat.: IIHAPPY HOUR"
8 P.M.·' P.M. DRINKS - so- ea.
($1.00 Cover)
Sun.: FREEADMISSION •••
8 P.M.·' P.M. DRINKS - 254 ea.
FO.R EVERYBODY I
